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 Alice sat quietly at her 
computer, not doing anything 
serious. She and her husband 
Max moved into their new house 

a week ago, and while Max al-
ready started his new job, hers 

would not start for another week, Oc-
tober 1st, 2018. In a sometimes failing effort to keep herself 
occupied, she roamed around the spacious two floor house, 
with finished basement, both aquatinting herself with her 
new home and fidgeting with the decor. 
 She deeply sighed, sitting in the office. It seemed that 
comedian was right: lighting her hair on fire was preferable 
to watching the news reporting on the present train wreck 
of politics and society! Stretching almost primally, her gaze 
met a short, empty set of shelves. Moving the old piece of 
furniture to the other side of the room crossed her mind. 
 Casually standing, she moved across the room. She 
began to nudge the deep brown thing across the carpeted 
floor, and quickly heard a loud snap. It seemed that when the 
movers placed it there, they hit it against the wall too hard, 
leading to the waist height wall panel finally giving away at 
her interference. No … there was space behind the panel. 
She quickly moved the shelving to where she planned, and 
went back to the curious dark corner. 
 It would seem that what fell was really a sliding door 
that was probably stuck for a long time. Indeed, the small 
screw-hole, probably for a knob, was now visible on the fall-
en door, while an old track was just barely visible. A slight 
glimmer caught her eye in the darkly shadowed space. She 
reached for it, and saw it was an old DVD, probably a porno: 
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“Pleasure on Top 2: Women on Top.” She smirked at the 
sight of it. She was never one for porn, but she was bored. 
 So, she walked back to her laptop, and slid the disc 
into the little used slot. 
 A disclaimer appeared on the screen: Threshold Tech-
nologies™ aims to bring the most advanced means of sucking the 
viewer into their entertainment. Unlike VR and 3D technologies, we 
use subliminal techniques to create the illusion of total submersion. 
The core concepts of these hypnotic techniques are not new, and may 
be found on the internet today in their own forms. The Threshold Dif-
ference is in how our technology makes background messaging and 
visuals imperceptible to the viewer. However, anyone with a history 
of epilepsy or psychological disorders is recommended to not view the 
following entertainment. To continue, press play below … 
 Alice chuckled a little sarcastically. She vaguely re-
membered a lawsuit several years ago against this company, 
which she figured was probably defunct now due to negative 
publicity. Hypnotic porn was not illegal, but Threshold’s 
silent techniques proved controversial. Still, Alice was in-
credibly curious about how well their technology worked. 
She clicked on the play button … 
 The computer started the porno, her eyes glued to 
the screen. “Woman on Top,” the title card read. She sensed 
something very different about the images before her, while 
sounds of pleasure echoed into her. Soon, her eyes stared 
forward, unblinking, as her lips stayed slightly apart. Her 
mind went blank, and that void was filled by only the porno. 
 A woman lay joyously on a hammock, while a man 
and woman mindlessly worshiped her ample breasts. The 
in-charge woman had dark eyes, black hair, and light skin. 
Mirroring the man’s motions on the in-charge woman’s 
crotch, Alice began to rub her own pussy. “You guys are 
gonna bring me to heaven! Ohhh, yea …” the pornstar stat-
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ed. Alice, to her amazement, found herself almost feeling the 
pornstar’s pleasure in what was only the porno. 
 Then, something changed. The video was now at the 
pornstar’s soft feet. Her sooth, alabaster skin suddenly 
seemed to have a slight gold tan. Through the orgasmic feel 
and sounds, the image panned up familiar, longer legs. The 
pussy was now close cropped instead of clean shaven, with a 
tiny heart tattoo at the waist. The camera panned up further 
to now perfectly shaped, A-cup breasts. And then, the head 
and face had light green eyes, and long dirty blond hair. Al-
ice was now identical to the pornstar of what was only the 
porno! 
 Alice then felt a hand not her own rubbing her 
twitching pussy, and realized she was sitting on a ceiling 
mounted hammock. She almost put thought into the re-
markable situation, before the man and woman resumed 
worshipping her perfectly shaped tits. 
 Just before she came in glorious orgasm, she stopped 
the silent man, and had him follow her to the bedroom. He 
would do anything she asked, and the thought of that nearly 
made her cum. She had him kiss her in their lust-freeing 
love, and had him go down on his knees. He worshiped her 
feet, as ordered. The pleasure flew up her body, making her 
moan. 
 It was now time for orgasmic reward. She picked up 
the double sided strap-on on the end table, and had her love 
and lust affix it to her body. The feel of the rubber deep in-
side her made her tingle in pleasure and anticipation. He 
crawled onto the bed on all fours, as she stood on her knees 
from behind. She knowledgeably lubed up her dildo and his 
asshole. 
 She then unabashedly shoved the member into the 
man’s relaxed anal cavity, as she passionately rubbed his 
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cock. She thrust and thrust, relishing how he could not cum 
until she told him to. They both moaned and cooed loudly 
in epic pleasure. The pleasure grew and grew … 
 “Alice? Alice!?” she heard in the distance. 
 Suddenly, everything went black. Confusion flew 
through her, before she almost literally blinked back into 
her office chair before her computer. 
 “Alice!?” the familiar man called. 
 “Jason?” she said confused, breathless, horny, mind 
slowly resetting. It was her husband’s brother. Yes, he did 
say he would should up by the evening … Was it already 
evening? It was only one in the afternoon when she found 
the porno. At the same time, she felt a growing frustration. 
 He picked up the porno’s case. “Women on Top? Shit, 
Alice, you’re into this kind of thing?” 
 At the question, Alice found the frustration hit a boil-
ing point. He prevented her from achieving orgasm! He was 
questioning her! Instead of bothering to explain what hap-
pened, she smacked him hard in her frustration. 
 In his confused bewilderment, she sat him before the 
laptop’s screen, and resumed the porno … 
 Alice almost felt orgasm, seeing him quickly loose 
himself into the porno, before uncontrollably locking eyes 
with the screen … 
 The chest of a small-chested, athletic woman became 
visible on the screen. She was almost forcibly pressing the 
man into her needy crotch. The camera slowly panned up a 
familiar body, before Alice was no longer Alice. She was 
now with her back against the wall holding Jason’s head to 
her crotch. He ate her out not only joyously, but also duti-
fully. 
 Pleased, but wanting to do something else, she 
pushed him aside. She walked proudly across the room to 
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the tall mirror, and lay on the floor on her stomach. She 
looked back to the expectant man, and ordered, “Worship 
my ass.” 
 He walked over, and knelt down onto the floor. He 
began to kiss and massage her firm ass. 
 She lay for a time, enjoying the worship, smiling 
largely. The image of her joy and him buried between her 
ass cheeks in the mirror was truly glorious. In a kind of echo 
of herself as Alice, she found it fascinating how she derived 
almost more pleasure of him worshiping her than simply by 
his tongue worshiping her asshole. At the same time, nei-
ther were even physically Jason or Alice anymore: Alice now 
with lighter blonde hair, shorter stature, small breasts, and 
highly athletic physique, as Jason was now taller with darker 
hair and more toned physique. She curled her toes and 
moaned in pleasure. 
 More than pleased, she then slowly shifted herself 
onto her back, lifted her knees, and pulled his head into her 
crotch. “Consume,” she ordered. The physical and mental 
pleasure was now equally glorious, as both now knew this 
was always how things were. They were lovers, and she was 
always in charge of their pleasure. 
 He consumed her wet crotch hungrily, playfully, she 
grabbing at him in her pleasure that more resembled pet-
ting. She moaned and cooed joyously, before grabbing his 
head to hump it. He knew just how to pleasure her, as al-
ways! She soon found herself in cooing, joyous orgasm. 
 She soon lay back, and had him continue to worship 
her cum soaked pussy, bitting her lower lip. Heel up onto 
his shoulder, she possessively stroked his hair. 
 Pleased, she had him stay, while she prepared his re-
ward for successfully pleasuring her. She soon retuned with 
a long strap-on dildo. He automatically went onto all fours. 
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She knowledgeably lubed everything up with her spit, and 
almost casually shoved the rubber member into his relaxed 
asshole. She almost teasingly moved it up and down, while 
he moaned deeply. She knew just the right angles to hit his 
P-spot. 
 Eventually, she pulled the dildo out completely, and 
strapped it tightly around her waist. On his knees, she 
kissed and stroked his head possessively from behind. She 
then pressed him down passed his knees and onto his stom-
ach. The dildo fell back in naturally, as she went to her 
knees. She thrust slowly, passionately, watching them both 
in the mirror, petting and kissing his head. His head was 
held in a way that ensured he watched himself getting 
fucked in the ass by the woman he loved. 
 This was how he wanted to be fucked. Well, he techni-
cally had no real say in the matter, but he came to truly love 
being fucked like this a long time ago. Indeed, he rarely pen-
etrated her. It was always more natural for him to be thrust-
ed into than the other way around. Still, she was being a bit 
more forceful and possessive then usual, especially in how 
she made him watch through the mirror, but he had no 
problem with it through her knowledgable thrusts. He 
moaned deeply, gutturally through the pleasure she induced 
in him. 
 She never really did this, but found herself truly en-
joying watching herself, her abdominal muscles flex while 
she fucked her man. She began to slow her motions, making 
them deeper and more passionate. His moans grew louder, 
exciting her. Thrust, thrust, thrust, she went, using her en-
tire body at times. Eventually, she held his head down, so 
only she could just watch herself, her pleasure being what 
really mattered. She smiled largely at her flexing, thrusting 
self. She then repositioned onto the balls of her feet in a 
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squat. This allowed her to put just about her whole weight 
into her motions. She enjoyed physically exerting herself, 
and this was just that much more. She spanked her man, 
smiling at herself in the mirror. 
 Her hand then grasped his head to allow him to see 
just how much fun she was having in the mirror, before 
forcing it back down. Feeling just about satisfied herself, she 
brought her man to his feet, having him watch as she pos-
sessively groped and licked his head and neck. It was as if 
she was making out with his whole head at once, while she 
enjoyed the taste of his salty sweat, especially off his neck. 
 Having him lean forward, she reinserted the dildo 
into him. He moaned primally at her passionate thrusts. She 
loved how it looked like her body overwhelmed his. Indeed, 
she was noticeably more athletic than he ever was. She then 
began to stroke his cock in time with her thrusts, making 
his moans louder. They both knew it was time for him to 
cum, so she hastened her motions. He eventually came 
hard, and she passively kissed and licked ... 
 The world around them slowly, naturally faded to 
black. As if opening their eyes from a dream, the home of-
fice slowly came back into focus. Alice and Jason looked at 
each other in amazement and confusion. They looked differ-
ent than they expected at first, before they realized they were 
back in their real bodies. Still, Alice and Jason felt changed 
by their experience. Alice was not some domina, but being 
more an alpha felt right. Jason was not really subservient, 
but saw no problem with letting the woman take control 
now. 
 “What just happened?” Jason asked bewildered. 
 “Threshold Technologies, sucks the viewer in …” Alice said 
more to herself. 
 “Does this mean we … cheated on Max?” 
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 “I’m not sure …” she said looking over the real Jason. 
She found herself liking what she saw on a sexual level she 
never let herself humor before. He was only slightly taller 
than Alice, with curly brown hair, and somewhat toned 
physique. 
 “Maybe we shouldn’t tell Max …” he forwarded pon-
derously. 
 Alice smirked, and positioned herself before the still 
seated Jason. “I can’t believe I’m gonna do this!” 
 To Jason’s shock, Alice leaned down, and began to 
make out with him passionately. 
 “Help me take your clothes off, Jason,” she requested. 
 Wide eyed and amazed, he quickly did so. His dick 
was already fully erect for Alice. 
 Alice smiled, as amazed as she was excited about 
what they were now doing for real. She excitedly stroked the 
large cock to get the feel of the throbbing member, which 
was very similar to Max’s. She then straddled Jason, and 
consumed his cock with her already moist pussy. She 
humped him wildly, joyously, this being the first time she 
fucked anyone else since she met Max. It was in that mo-
ment she realized that her marriage with Max was on the 
edge of utter boredom, but neither seemed to worry about 
the potential associated problems. Fucking her brother in-
law was less the solution, and more a metaphorical dry run 
to preventing future problems. 
 “Oh, fuck, Alice! I can’t believe what we’re … 
umm ...” 
 She interrupted him with a lustful kiss. Alice cared 
little about what he thought in that moment, only wanting 
to enjoy the pleasure. 
 Alice thrust into him passionately yet wildly. They 
moaned in time with the growing pleasure. 
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 Even though Alice was on the pill, she still did not 
want him to cum inside her. So, she moved herself in a way 
to hopefully make her cum first. It seemed to be working, 
but Jason was already close himself. 
 “Oh, yes, yeah. OOOH,” Alice began to coo far more 
loudly than Jason. “OH, yeah. I’m gonna … gonna … 
YEAAHHHHAH … ooooohh ….” Enjoying the euphoria for 
a few moments, she then quickly unmounted, and shoved 
his dick in her mouth. He came massively down her through 
almost right away. Before swallowing it all, she made out 
with him, cum and all …  

 * * * * 

 Alice sat pensively next to the pool wearing her biki-
ni. It might have been the last warm day of the year, but that 
was not strongly on her mind. She could not stop thinking 
about what happened: watching a self-proclaimed mind con-
trol porno, subjecting her brother in-law to it, and then 
committing adultery with him. This was not normal. What 
truly concerned her was how she felt no shame in it all, 
while wondering how much of that was implanted by the 
porno she was sucked into. 
 “Hey, Alice!” Max walked over. “Saw Jason napping 
on the couch. You put him to work?” 
 “Yeah …” she said with a surprising pride. 
 They made small talk about their “uninteresting” 
days, while Alice found herself simply horny. However, her 
urge was oddly layered. She wanted to have him watch the 
special porno, and then fuck him in the real world. This urge 
grew more and more overpowering until … “I’ll fuck you if 
you can name the first five Presidents …” 
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 “Oh!” he smiled at the new game. “Let’s see …” he 
casually took her arm, and began to guide her inside. 
“Washington … Adams … Jefferson … Robotoman … Ed-
wards.” 
 Alice chuckled, knowing he wasn’t going to take the 
game seriously, while ultimately guiding Max to the office. 
 They began to make out lovingly, passionately. She 
then pushed him down onto the chair. “Hey, what’s gotten 
into you?” 
 “You didn’t name all of the first five presidents, so I 
won’t be fucking you right now. Service yourself.” Alice hit 
the space bar, and the porno began to play on a different 
scene. 
 Max looked at the screen amazed and confused, be-
fore going blank. A familiar man walked into a room with an 
expectant woman. The two began to make out with the 
woman clearly driving the event. 
 Alice enjoyed watching her husband be taken by the 
special porno, and pleasured herself to the sight. She slowly 
turned her gaze to the screen. 
 Before Max even realized it, he was the one kissing 
the sexy brunette in the porno. Or was he kissing her the 
whole time … “What’s going on?” he said confused. 
 “I’m fucking you, Steve,” the woman said matter-of-
factly, before having him removed his clothes. “This is what 
your wife wants.” 
 He glanced over to an athletic blonde that he some-
how knew was his wife, even though she did not look like 
Alice … Yes, he was Steve. The blond woman was his in-
charge wife. The brunette woman was their friend Laurie. 
He was kind of their fuck toy. Well, they were both his 
wife’s fuck toys. Steve lay on the bed, as he had done count-
less times for Laurie and his wife. 
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 He fell onto his back, passionate making out with 
Laurie. His wife hungrily pleasured herself to the site of her 
husband fucking another woman. 
 This not being Steve’s actual wife freed him in purely 
sexual ways. He thoroughly enjoyed sucking Lurie’s entire 
A-cup breasts into his mouth, as he squeezed her ass and 
groped her stocking-clad hips. She thrust into him passion-
ately, moaning more than he was. His wife cooed happily in 
sexual thrill across the room. It was all so passionate and 
lustful. The pleasure grew and grew until they all exploded 
in orgasm … 
 Everything slowly went dark. Like slowly awakening 
from a deep slumber, he blinked threw a brightening blur. 
An office slowly came into focus around him. It was … his 
home-office. His now nude wife looked down on him with a 
curious smile. 
 “What … what happened, Alice?” 
 “How do you feel, Max?” she said in a strong tone. 
 “I feel … I feel like I’m yours …” 
 “Good, Max.” She extended her hand. 
 He grasped it, and she led him into the living room. 
She took Jason’s hand, and led them both into the bedroom. 
 Alice casually sat on the bed, knowing that they 
would give her exactly what she wanted, needed. She was 
not really like the doms of the enhanced porno, but she was 
the alpha here, the one to be worshiped. 
 Max sat next to her first, with Jason still removing his 
clothes. They kissed lovingly, while he lightly massaged her 
breasts.  
 Jason finally sat on the other side of her, feeling her 
thigh with a subtle lust. She reached back to Jason, petting 
the back of his head. Alice and Max never kissed with such 
loving passion before! As the same time, Jason began to 
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massage her breasts from behind, while kissing her neck. 
Alice’s heart fluttered joyously. She then lightly guided max 
to her breasts, which he dutifully sucked and kissed. 
 Alice eventually turned slightly to make out with the 
deserving Jason, whose hands never fully left her breasts. 
She then brought Max back up for deep smooches, while 
Jason fully took over worshiping Alice’s breasts. Alice let 
herself become lost in the love and lust for a few moments, 
while Max massaged her warm crotch and inner thigh. She 
cooed happily, primally at the attention that was all for her. 
 Jason then moved his worshiping down her body, her 
legs, and finally to her feet. He worshipped her feet with 
great passion, making Alice wonder if he had done such a 
thing before or if it was from his time inside the porno. 
Well, with her tongue entangling with Max’s, she did not 
really care. 
 Breathing deeply, Alice lay back onto the bed. Jason 
found his way back up to worship her breasts and mouth 
with his lips and tongue, while Max found his way to her 
sultry pussy. The love and lust-filled pleasure made her 
moan and curl her toes. And again, she now found herself 
slightly amazed at how good Max was at his worshipping of 
her crotch. He never did consumed her pussy before, but 
was a savant at it now! 
 Alice reveled in the pleasure of the men at her breasts 
and crotch, petting and lightly holding their heads. Jason 
began to finger and suck Alice’s pussy slightly more excited-
ly, hearing no protest. Hearing Alice’s moans of pleasure 
was all the two men needed to hear. Neither questioned at 
how naturally they worshipped Alice. All either wanted to 
do was make her happy in all ways now: Max through pure 
love, and Jason through pure lust. 
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 “I wanna upgrade Max’s fingers with your dick, Ja-
son,” she requested through her pleasure-laden joy. 
 Max moved away without question, and with Alice’s 
legs resting on Jason’s shoulders, he began to thrust himself 
into her. She moaned happily at the lustful insertion. He 
was not at all making love to her, and she more than en-
joyed that fact. Indeed, Jason’s dick felt almost exactly like 
Max’s, so it was genuinely interesting to feel lust coming 
from it. 
 “Oh, yeah, Jason, that’s great …” she purred. “Max … 
UMPH … I want you down here so I can eat your dick, with 
my pussy eating your brother’s!” 
 The men got the idea, while Alice went to all fours. 
And soon, she happily sucked-off the dick she loved, as the 
felt the dick she lusted thrust into her repeatedly. Alice nev-
er sucked anyone off before, and was quite amazed at how 
natural at it she was. Indeed, she enjoyed the feel of her 
husband dick down her throat. 
 Alice soon realized this was the best moment of plea-
sure in her life, having love and lust literally worshiping her. 
The best was quickly approaching, she knew. She could feel 
an orgasm beyond any she ever had growing inside her. The 
best part was that she was sure it would be just before 
theirs. She wanted it, needed it now! She then literally em-
braced the dicks in her holes in all the hastening love and 
lust-filled motions. And finally, she exploded in the most 
passionate orgasm of her life … 
 Max suddenly came in her mouth, moments before 
Jason quickly pulled out of her dripping pussy to do the 
same. 
 Licking her lips, tasting the cum of both men, lay on 
her side between the two men that were even now suitably 
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worshiping her with their hands. Slowly closing their eyes, 
the world naturally faded to black … 

 #### 
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 Jack had been looking for 
an old Threshold DVD for some 
time. They had become hard to 
get over the last decade. The 
hypnotic elements of their prod-

ucts proved controversial, and in 
spite of reportedly strong initial 

sales, government and public pressure 
nudged them out of business. Sure, hypnotic porn can still 
be found in one cheesy form or another online, but Thresh-
old’s technology became almost mythical. And finally, he 
was about to experience it firsthand! 
  
 A disclaimer appeared on the screen: Threshold Tech-
nologies™ aims to bring the most advanced means of sucking the 
viewer into their enjoyment. Unlike VR and 3D technologies, 
Threshold uses subliminal techniques to create the illusion of total 
submersion. The core concepts of these hypnotic techniques are not 
new, and may be found on the internet today in other forms. The 
Threshold Difference™ is in how our technology makes background 
messaging and visuals imperceptible to the viewer. However, anyone 
with a history of epilepsy or psychological disorders is recommended 
to not view the following entertainment. To continue, press play be-
low … 

 He hit the spacebar, feeling utterly fascinated. The video 
began to play, and he felt odd, sensing something more behind the 
normal audio and visuals.  
 “Threshold Video Presents … 
 “A film by Jacklyn Fells.” 
 The opening credits rolled onward, while his eyes became 
affixed on the beautiful woman on the screen. The woman was a 
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natural dirty blonde (lightened), on the shorter side, had 
deep green eyes, small breasts, and was physically fit. How 
did he know the woman was a natural blond? More disori-
enting was how the outdoor sounds of the film sounded like 
they were all around him, moving thorough him. He some-
how could even feel the hot summer sun on his cheek … 
 The credits quickly moved along to the title: “An Old 
Typewriter” 
 He began to grow hazy within and without. Soon, his 
eyes stared forward, unblinking, as his lips stayed slightly 
apart. His mind went blank, with that void being filled only 
by the film … 
 Laura had been roaming around the local flea market 
for more than an hour. She loved antiques, but was not find-
ing anything interesting. The woman felt very confused for a 
moment. It was as if she was somewhere else a moment ago. 
She found herself remembering sitting before a laptop … 
 Then, completely breaking her confusion, something 
finally caught her eye. It was some old electric typewriter, 
which was average in size, and mint green in color. The 
brand is what really caught her eye: Threshold Electronics. 
The company now primarily sold half-decent HDTVs and 
computers, and was amazed they were around for … “(c) 
1968” … over forty years! ‘This is a relic!’ Laura thought. 
She promptly bought it. 

 Laura brought the old typewriter back to her apart-
ment at her graduate university. It came with what was 
claimed to be the original black case. 
 “What junk you buy this time?” her roommate Linda 
asked wearily, sitting in front of their HDTV. Linda was a 
slim, somewhat plain brunette. 
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 “Junk! It’s an antique typewriter. In mint condition, 
literally!” 
 “I don’t know how you get so excited about such 
stuff, Laura, but whatever …” 
 Laura went to her bedroom, and set up the type-
writer. To her enjoyment, it did not fry itself when she 
plugged it into the surge protector. It let out a happy purr. 
She looked for paper … The printer paper seemed thin 
enough, barely, and rolled it into the old machine. 
 ‘Oh, what to write, what to write?’ she thought excit-
edly, ‘… Hope there’s still ink in it … Ok, something simple 
to test it …’ 
  
 On the evening I came home with the 
amazing old typewriter, my roommate Linda 
was  annoyed that I came home with what she 
felt was junk again.. 
  
 The old typewriter worked perfectly. The more she 
typed, the more the old thing seemed to dust off its cob-
webs. 
  
 The typewriter worked great as I;m sure 
it always didd 
  
 ‘Gotta watch the typos!’ she thought. 
  
 Now it’s time for me to screw around! 
She excitedly typed. 
 Linda suddenly stated to laugh uncon-
trollably at whatever she was watching on 
the TV.  After several minutes of uncon-
trollable laughter, she walked into my room, 
and said the she did not mind the old type-
writer. 
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 The text faded away soon after she stopped typing. 
Suddenly, Laura heard Linda laughing uncontrollably. ‘Im-
possible!’ she thought. As the laughter continued, she 
stared at the humming machine before her. She thought of 
the phrase “the cat that ate the canary,” and the how that 
cat was likely purring. The laughter finally stopped, and 
Linda walked into his room. “You know, Laura, I don’t really 
mind you having that old typewriter.” She walked out of the 
room. 
 ‘Coincidence!’ she thought, ‘But what if it wasn’t?’ 
She decided to be scientific about it and experiment. 

 Linda walked back into my room, and 
said, “I actually kina like that old junk. 
You know I  was just bustin you chops!” 
SHe leaves with a friendly smile on her 
face. 

 A few moments after the text faded, her roommate 
walked back into the room. Linda then said, “I actually kina 
like that old junk. You know I … was just bustin’ you 
chops!” She walked out with a friendly smile.  
 Laura was amazed, typos and all! ‘Oh, this is habit 
forming!’ she thought. 

 I finally get the email from professor 
about a test I told him he made a mistake 
on,  which cost me twenty points. He said 
that not only was I right about that one 
portion,  but also that he found that he 
made another error. My resulting grade was a 
%91. 

 Laura quickly jumped onto her laptop to check her 
email. Her professor did indeed just send her a message! 
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Needless to say, Laura’s grade was a 91%. She suddenly felt 
a little strange. All she could think about was the test of 
which she just received the “actual” grade. A revised memo-
ry formed next to the old one. She answered questions dif-
ferently in the revised memory, while her teacher still made 
mistakes. It was strange, and she still did not fully under-
stand. But Laura now had the power to script the world 
around her … 

 Laura woke up the next mourning feeling amazing! 
She suddenly realized that she left the typewriter running 
the whole night. As she stared at it, its purr, which embed-
ded itself into her mind, somehow made her understand it 
all. 
 Threshold Electronics was really the commercial arm 
of a military funded research firm. Their focus was to ascer-
tain ways of altering people’s minds, and their recent tech-
nologies were the most successful. Of course, not all of their 
commercial products had their special enhancements, but 
the ones that did were very informative. The old typewriter 
was one of the firm’s first projects. The one that Laura had 
became a rather unique machine over the decades. From 
controlling so many minds, it gained a form of sentience. 
Now, not only does it control the minds of others, but it 
also absorbs the minds of its users. Even if there was a typo, 
it was connected enough with its user to compensate for the 
error. The scientists at Threshold Electronics were more 
than pleased about the evolution of one of their old devises. 
 Laura sat at the edge of her bed, amazed. “We are 
connected,” she whispered, while somehow reveling the 
thought. “… It didn’t change the past! It merely altered my 
perception of it! … I’m now immune to any perception 
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changes, but I can still alter myself physically … This is go-
ing to be fantastic!” 

 After breakfast she got a call from her friend Farrah. 
 “Hey, Laura, did you forget about our project?” 
 “Oh, yeah, sorry! I must have slept through my 
alarm. I’ll see you at the library in, oh … fifteen minutes?” 
 “Ok, as long as you get here!” 
 Farrah was an attractive blonde, who enjoyed the 
beach. She knew her since she started grad school. They 
both majored in psychology. Laura knew that there must 
have been some irony in a psychology grad student having 
her mind taken over by an old machine! Regardless, Laura 
really liked Farrah, but was always afraid to hurt their good 
friendship. However, the old machine removed all barriers 
… 
  
 When Laura finished working with Farrah on the 
project, she found herself sitting at the typewriter. She knew 
exactly what she wanted to do to Farrah, and that she had 
the means of making it real. But first, she wanted to make 
some alterations to herself for practice. 
  
 I am developing a variety of fetishes 
related to women that I want to explore. The 
first is flexible women. The second is bare 
feet. The third is hosiery, including latex. 
The fourth is encasement within hosiery.. 

 “That is really gonna fuck me up!” Laura said with a 
dark laugh. As it all began to set in, she fell off her chair. 
Her mind consciously reordered itself. It was not painful, 
but it certainly felt strange! She had no real interest in those 
sexualized concepts outlined, and that is why she chose 
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them. She blacked out for an hour before sitting back on her 
chair. 
 “Good,” she said slowly, out of breath, “I’m gonna like 
these fetishes!” Laura liked how the fetishes were logically 
not solely born out of perception. They were interconnected 
with the sexual interests she always had. Was still very 
much a lesbian, but was now interested in trying more. 
 She sat for a few minuets gathering her thoughts on 
what Farrah’s alterations should be. Laura decided that she 
would connect them with a research project she was in-
volved with last summer. Threshold made devices that 
changed who people were physically and mentally, so this 
should be nothing! 

 Tonight Farrah will surprise me by com-
ing over to my apartment. She wanted to go 
over ourt project before its submitted to-
morrow. We decide to have a drink while 
looking the thing over. My roommate goes out 
to see her boyfriend. We finish with the 
project, and get a little drunk, Farrah more 
so. Our conversation quickly leads to last 
summer’s research project. She explains that 
she was actually the test subject, and how 
it changed her. To sum up: Farrah is now bi-
sexual, and has a variety of fetishes, in-
cluding breasts,  women’s feet, stockings, 
latex, hosiery encasement, and herself. 
Through it all, she  learned the joy of 
yogalates, and is now obsessed with it. This 
has made her quite a pleasure loving woman, 
but forces herself to suppress it because 
she feared explaining it. 
  She feels very open with me about 
explaining it all, and being drunk she im-
pulsively kisses me. I kiss back. This leads 
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to us passionately fucking each other on the 
couch. The more we fuck the less it feels 
like lust. The lust turns into passionate 
love making... When we both cum at the same 
time we know that we are deeply in love. 

 “Whoa! I let that go a bit farther than I planned!” 
Though surprised with herself, she could not wait to see it 
all happen! 
  
 Laura had a quick dinner, and was starting to wonder 
when everything was going to happen. While walking back 
to her room, she heard a knock at the door. She scurried 
over, knowing who it probably was. She opened it. 
 “Hey, Laura! Thought we go over the project one last 
time” Farrah said, while holding her encased laptop. She 
was wearing sandals, tight jeans, and pink blouse. Her blue 
eyes subtly glistened. At the same time, her body definitely 
seemed tighter, and more physically fit than it was earlier in 
the day. That was of course not saying that she was not at-
tractive before! Her demeanor was subtly different too, 
while she seemed to glow with energy. Well, she technically 
was like this for some time in this adjusted reality. 
 “Oh, sure.” She led her to the couch. 
 Laura eventually poured some wine for them both, 
and before they knew it, they were done talking about the 
project. They kept talking, though. Their conversation was 
one of those typical conversations while drinking: totally 
nonsensical. Eventually, Farrah gave Laura a surprising re-
quest. 
 “Hope this doesn’t sound weird, Laura, but would 
you mind massaging my feet a little. I’ve been on my feet all 
day, and they’re kinda bugging me.” 
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 Laura desperately tried to hide her joy at the request. 
“Sure.” 
 She unstrapped her sandals, and lightly placed her 
silky size sixes on her lap. Greatly holding back, she rubbed 
each in turn, turning each into butter in her hands. “Oh, 
that’s great, Laura. Thank you.…” With that, she started to 
work the arches more deeply. Laura was growing quite 
aroused, and felt her pussy growing moist. 
 “Ya’know there’s something I never told ya, Laura … 
ooooh, yeah!” 
 “What?” Laura asked desperately trying to hide the 
growing joy. 
 “I have a foot fetish!” She nearly orgasmed from both 
the relief in telling, and how good her feet felt. “… Uhhho-
hh … I hid it all for so long! I just … WOW … I just 
couldn’t hold back any longer! FUCK! … This is really why I 
came over! Something clicked just before I came over … 
Over here. I don’t wanna hide my FETISHES anymore! 
Somehow, I knew that … I knew that you would understand 
…” 
 She moaned so loudly! Because Laura assumed that 
she was immune to perception changes, she was not sure if 
she really would fall deeply in love with Farrah, as she 
wrote. She never felt any real love toward her, especially 
now. 
 “ … Oh yeah! Keep doin’ that for a while! … I hid it 
all because I didn’t know how to explain them … I was the 
test subject in that project … huphhhh … I … I was altered. 
At the end of it I was obsessed with yoga and pilates. I never 
could hide that! But there’s more. I became bisexual, and 
got a fetish for feet, stockings, latex, tits, and even myself! 
Yes, I’m fucking turned on by my own body! … I’m so 
messed up now, but you know what? I’m so fucked up that I 
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love it!” She screamed in orgasm. “I hid all but the yoga and 
pilates, but I never told anyone why I love those exercises so 
much!” 
 As Laura looked into Farrah’s blue sapphire eyes, her 
draw toward Farrah was more profound than any lust she 
ever felt. Farrah more than noticed! 
 She moved her feet away from Laura’s groping hands, 
and crawled up to her. They slowly leaned into a long and 
passionate kiss. Before they knew it, their clothes were 
gone. On their sides, they ground their sultry pussies. 
Thrust after beautifully endless thrust, their hips went. 
When they did not kiss, they looked into each other’s eyes. 
The more they thrust, the more profoundly drawn to Laura 
she was; the more love they created, the slower they went. 
The love they made grew powerful as they came close to or-
gasm. They kissed one last time as lovers, and finally, glori-
ously came. 
 As they looked into each other’s eyes, Laura felt her 
love for Farrah grow deep within herself, and could tell that 
Farrah felt the same way. They lightly kissed, and touched 
their faces with their fingertips. 

 Laura woke up in her bed early the next morning, 
with the naked Farrah at his side. Farrah slept soundly as 
Laura sat at the typewriter. Laura looked at the woman, who 
she deeply loved yet altered, and back at the typewriter. The 
machine physically altered Laura’s own mind, which meant 
that love was not mere perception at its heart! Laura may 
have been immune to the machine altering her perception, 
but that may not have mattered. ‘Mind over matter, and ma-
chine over mind,’ she thought.  
 Summer vacation was fast approaching, and knew 
that would be the best time to manipulate … 
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 Sweet Farrah slept until ten in the 
mourning despite the clanging of the type-
writer. 

 “That should make this easier,” she stated under his 
breath. At first, Laura wanted to have all her teachers give 
her A’s for the semester, but decided that she should just 
stick with sexual pleasure for now. 

 Me and Farrah decide to rent a beach 
house for the summer. There, I will become 
capable of transforming into my lover, and 
back to my original form. It will not be 
quick, and will go through stages. 
 The first stage will be my mind con-
necting with her mind, and I will learn what 
it is like to be her. This complete mental 
connection can only happen once, but we will 
permanently be linked subconsciously as a 
result.  
 The next stage involves me absorbing 
her DNA through my hands. I will know how to 
do it through instinct alone. What I will do 
to her with my hands will be as good as sex. 
 The final stage will begin when in-
stinct tells me that I absorbed enough of 
her DNA. All the while I will be transform-
ing into her. It will take however long it 
would realistically take. Farrah will not 
notice the changes right away. In fact, she 
will practically be blinded by how much she 
will enjoy me becoming more and more like 
her. Once the transformation is complete, I 
will be able to transform into mine and Far-
rah’s form at will, which will be faster 
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than initial transformation, but not in-
stant. 
 Farrah will of course love how I can 
morph into her body, and we will fuck glori-
ously. Farrah being bisexual will of course 
want rubber cock sometimes. 

 “Its gonna be a hot summer!” Laura said with joy. 

 During the final month before summer break, Laura 
could not help but use the old machine more and more. It 
was like an addiction, which she allowed to take hold of her. 
Every night before she made love to Farrah, she would write 
an outline of the coming day. She made it generic enough so 
that the typewriter would surprise her. There were some 
specifics, though. On a global scale, she essentially rewrote 
reality by making it so that the more attractive the woman 
the more likely that she was at least bisexual. More locally, 
she ensured that she and Farrah would live together next 
year. She also boosted their intelligence in a ploy for them to 
spend more time together, and made sure that Farrah was 
made blissfully ignorant of the typewriter. As for Laura’s 
current roommate, Laura ensured that she would leave 
them alone in the right moments. Laura found that she nev-
er needed to script the love making with Farrah, though. 
Her initial adjustments ensured that Farrah would be forev-
er an inventive lover! 
 The end of the semester came, and everything that 
was scripted came to pass. Laura and Farrah received the 
strongest grades of their tenure at that school, while Farrah 
suggested they spend the summer together. The look in her 
eye, when she suggested it, stated that she wanted to spend 
that much more time making love. Needless to say, they 
found a reasonably priced beach house to rent. 
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 They moved in as soon as they could. Just to cele-
brate, they made love for most of the day! They fell asleep 
that night in each other’s arms. 
 That morning, Laura wanted to start the transforma-
tion she scripted. 
 “Sit next to me on the couch, Baby,” Laura requested. 
 “Sure, Laura. Wanna talk about somethin’?” 
 “I just want to look at you, that’s all.” 
 “Trying your hand at voyeurism now, Laura?” she 
asked sexily, and sat down. She was wearing her black stock-
ings. 
 Laura stared deeply into her perfect blue eyes. She 
could see every detail. The more she stared, the more she 
was lost in them. Over time, she started to feel Farrah’s love 
for her was somehow stronger than Laura’s love for her. All 
of Farrah’s emotions slowly became Laura’s, as her thoughts 
became audible. Everything started to grow fuzzy. Nothing 
felt quite right, or perhaps it was.  
 Laura’s vision slowly came back in focus. She felt in-
credibly different. She looked down, and saw Farrah passed 
out on the couch. Just looking at her made all of her memo-
ries rush to the surface of his mind. It was overwhelming at 
first, gaining another lifetime of memories. She almost 
passed out hyperventilating. Eventually, everything was 
clear. She knew Farrah better than she knew herself. It was 
certainly odd having memories about having sex with men 
now, as it did not change Laura’s own sexual orientation. 
What Laura greatly enjoyed were the memories she im-
planted earlier of her experience as a test subject. That expe-
rience was more life altering than Laura expected. She was 
sexually attracted to herself more than she was to Laura! 
She was also very surprised about the amount of porn she 
watched as a result of that experiment. Sure, they both en-
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joyed good porn, but Farrah actually loved it more than Lau-
ra! The most remarkable part about Farrah, which was now 
becoming an integral part of Laura, was that she was secret-
ly an aggressive alpha. Laura was not sure if this was a re-
sult of her changes, but those changes were fully integrated 
with that aggressive personality trait. 
 As Laura looked at her sleeping lover, she felt even 
closer to her. So close, in fact, that she felt physically con-
nected. 

 Laura decided to wait a couple of days before starting 
the next phase of her transformation. She still used the 
typewriter, but found less of a need for it. She already 
scripted the summer’s main plot. 
 Farrah quickly noticed how different Laura was act-
ing. She knew that something had changed. However, she 
was not that concerned, because the change made Laura far 
more receptive to her needs. She even found that she was 
more receptive to Laura’s needs. If they were attached at the 
hip before, they were sharing the same hip now. 
 The one time they were not in the same room to-
gether was when Laura went shopping. Farrah had a bit of a 
headache, and wanted to rest. Laura first went to the mall, 
and seemingly under impulse, she picked up high quality 
massage oils. She was not sure which one to get, but she 
had a good feeling about the ones she bought. 
 When she got home, she found Farrah sleeping 
stomach down on the bed. She had a feeling that she would 
be in the nude, and slyly smiled. Oil already in hand, she 
poured a liberal amount into her palm. As she rubbed her 
hands together, they felt strange and tingly. She looked at 
her palms. The pores on them increased in size, and the 
skin was a pinkish red. His hands were ready to absorb her 
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lover’s DNA. The lotion was to make the experience plea-
surable, while it influenced his hands to ready themselves 
for DNA extraction. 
 Sensing that she still had the headache, she empa-
thetically targeted the most uncomfortable points. Farrah 
woke up almost instantly, if her pleased smile was any indi-
cation, but kept her eyes shut. Laura removed the sheets, 
and began to work her neck and shoulders. Farrah moaned 
quietly. Laura then applied more oil to his hands. Laura 
knew exactly what she was doing. She flowed down Farrah’s 
back, kneading every mussel. Laura eventually realized that 
not only were his hands absorbing DNA, but they were also 
memorizing her body. She then moved to her arms and 
hands. The more she massaged, the more orgasmic Farrah’s 
moans sounded. Laura then moved to her ass, hips, calves 
and feet. Loving feet as much as they did, Laura spent more 
time on them. Farrah’s feet were utter putty in Laura’s ten-
der hands. 
 By the time Laura finished with her feet, Farrah was 
in a kind of continuous, low level orgasm. Farrah slowly 
flipped over with her loving eyes slightly open. Laura 
worked every inch of her face. She even massaged the inside 
of Farrah’s mouth, which she clearly enjoyed. She then con-
tinued down Farrah’s body, deeply working her breasts, and 
muscular stomach. Having already worked her legs and feet, 
Laura solely concentrated on the snatch. Laura moved inside 
to stimulate her G-spot. Farrah’s continuous moans grew 
incredibly loud! “UH-OOOOH, my fucking God! Don’t you 
DARE stop, Laura!” she screamed, “YEAH … I’M GONNA 
SQUIRT … AHH-OOOOOH!” She made practically every-
thing wet! Farrah did not squirt often, and was clearly 
pleased Laura made her do so. 
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 She quickly sat up, and gave Laura a wet, voracious 
kiss. “Let’s make a habit of that!” she stated out of breath 
 “Definitely!” Laura said with a smile. 

 Once a day Laura would give her the same erotic 
massage. They would often fuck for hours after, because of 
how horny it made them. It took more than a week before 
Laura started to notice that she was finally starting to 
change. Her hair was subtly darker, as was her body hair. 
 Little by little, over the span of weeks, Laura’s body 
changed. After a month, her hair was a deep brown (Far-
rah’s natural color). Her once green eyes were almost com-
pletely blue, while his facial structure noticeably shifted to 
Farrah’s ever so subtly more bony yet sexy appearance. Her 
voice had a distinctly higher pitch. What surprised her the 
most was how her hands and feet looked exactly like Far-
rah’s now. For the past few days, she was licking and suck-
ing these transformed feet, while feverishly fingering her 
pussy …  

 “Laura?” Farrah sat next to her on the couch. 
 “Yes, Sexy.” 
 “You’ve been acting really different lately.” 
 “Have I?” 
 “Yeah. I mean, I can’t say I don’t like it. I kinda love 
it, actually. You keep up with me at yoga now, and just seem 
to know all my needs. You’re not a guy, but I even the 
women I dated weren’t so attuned to me … You know, I 
can’t believe I haven’t realized this before! You look differ-
ent! … My God. How didn’t I notice this before? You’re 
starting to look like me!” 
 “Yes, Farrah. Don’t ask me how, but I realized that I 
have two distinct abilities. One is subconsciously connecting 
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with others. The other is the ability to transform into an-
other’s body. So I decided to take our love in a totally new 
direction. I first connected our minds subconsciously, which 
you’ve clearly sensed for a while, and I think that’s what 
kept you from noticing the changes until now. From that 
connection, I know that you are more attracted to yourself 
than you are anyone else …” 
 Farrah almost spoke before Laura placed her soft fin-
ger on Farrah’s full lips. 
 “I’m changing into your body to become the lover 
you secretly wanted. When I complete the transformation 
for the first time, I will be able to morph back into my origi-
nal form at will at a far greater speed. I suppose it goes 
without saying that we will be biological twins, while I’m in 
your form!” 
 Farrah looked utterly surprised. Her eyes traveled up 
and down my body, which resembled her now more than 
anyone else. Her shock faded, and she gave me a tender kiss 
on the lips. “I love you, Laura.” 
 “And I love you, Farrah.” 
 “Can we speed things up a bit,” she said with a subtle 
excitement in her tone. 
 “I think so, yeah. I’ll have to massage you a lot more 
though. That’s how I’m absorbing your DNA.” 
 “I think I like the sound of that!” she said with a 
glimmer in her eye, and seductive smile. 
  
 From then on, Laura almost always massaged her 
whenever they were not eating or doing yoga. The massages 
were as good as sex, and Farrah simply loved it. She always 
enjoyed it when she squirted, and she never did it so much 
before! Not to mention how good her body felt from all the 
physical attention.  
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 They both quickly leaned that Laura was right about 
how to accelerate the process. The changes became notice-
able on a day to day basis. Laura was almost completely a 
woman only a week after she explained everything to Far-
rah. In that time, Farrah began to teach Laura how to be a 
women in the small amount of spare time they still had. 
Sure, Laura had her past memories, but it was truly an inti-
mate experience to have her teach him. 
 Then one morning, Laura had the urge to stop the 
massages. She looked almost exactly like Farrah at that 
point. Only internal changes seemed to be left. She knew 
that she absorbed enough of Farrah’s DNA. Farrah was dis-
appointed, because she was almost addicted to massages. 
However, making love to someone exactly like her mind and 
body was more than worth that sacrifice! 
 Laura woke up a few days later knowing the process 
was complete. Laura woke up Farrah to tell her the amazing 
news. 
 “Farrah?” she said quietly. 
 “Yeah, Laura,” Farrah answered tenderly. 
 “It’s done. I’m completely you now.” 
 Farrah sat up. The blanket fell, exposing her bare 
chest. Their bodies were almost completely identical. The 
only difference was that Laura’s hair was its natural deep 
brown. Farrah ran her fingers through Laura’s long hair, be-
fore she lightly touched her face. Her hand continued down 
the body of her lover, and briefly rested at the crotch. They 
both gasped. Her hand continued down the leg, before fin-
ishing at the feet. “You even feel like me,” Farrah whispered. 
They tightly embraced in a wet, passionate, loving kiss. 
 They aggressively made love as their now true selves 
the whole day. Breakfast, lunch, and dinner were there only 
real breaks. Even the yoga sessions were filled with Kama 
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Sutra-esque sex. They went to bed that night after more 
than an hour of fetishistic sex, which involved lots of feet 
and hosiery. Their love was aggressively deeper than they 
ever thought possible … 
 The world slowly turned to black … 
 Laura slowly blinked through the blurriness. It was as 
if a whole other reality was coming back into focus. It was 
as if she … no … He was slowly awaking from a deep, lucid 
dream. 
 Jack shook his head in dizzy confusion. Everything 
that just happened was almost too real. All the memories of 
Farrah and Laura were still inside him. Indeed, even the rock 
solid dick -- and cum -- between his thighs did not detract 
from the fact that he somehow felt like a woman. 
 He was somehow Laura and Jack now. He was an al-
pha lesbian in a man’s body. He liked how that felt. 
 Jack exited the video player, feeling a great curiosity 
toward Threshold’s software. His tall girlfriend suddenly 
walked into the room. And while he put on a sly smile, his 
computer faded to black …  

 #### 
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ExtraReality Entertainment is anther world® 

 Juliana Blake sarcastically smirked at the tail end of 
the advertisement for the media company owned by mega-
corporation Threshold Technologies, inc. As a detective, she 
did not have much time for a personal life, while what she 
had felt right. Plus, her suspicions of illegal experimentation 
on the part of Latech Research, LLC., which was also owned 
by Threshold, made her weary of genuine conflict of interest 
from viewing in what could become a very sensitive case. 
 Threshold almost came out of nowhere to become 
the most powerful organization in the world. When one put 
much thought into it, their rise from their own ashes about 
a decade ago seemed almost scripted. More interesting was 
how they were almost like those evil companies depicted in 
popular science-fiction into the 2010s: masked with false 
benevolence. Well, maybe Threshold could only be as 
benevolent as any big business could be, while ready to cut 
the cord on any subsidiary messing things up for them. 
Their partnerships with government and charitable organi-
zations since their reestablishment in 2019, eleven years 
ago, helped to save the crumbling economy some years 
back. 
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 Juliana sighed, knowing shit will hit the fan when her 
chief learns of her suspicions toward Latech tomorrow. But 
right now, she wanted to do her workout, followed by a 
long, orgasmic shower … 

 The thirty-something female detective gave her naked 
sweaty herself a long look in bathroom door mirror. She 
smiled lovingly. 
 I’ll always love you, Julie, but you are all you ever needed, 
was what her last girlfriend, Sallie told her when they broke 
up. She had some boyfriends and girlfriends, but in the end, 
none of them worked. Juliana once assumed that was be-
cause of her career. Sallie’s comment made her rethink 
everything about herself, essentially investigating herself. 
All of Juliana’s lovers looked like her to a degree. Juliana al-
ways aimed to take good care of herself, and always loved to 
spend time with herself. Her best orgasms were indeed al-
ways self-induced. On a hunch, she ultimately bought a tall 
mirror for her bathroom door. What followed was remark-
able for her. 
 Juliana looked into her light green eyes. They were 
like Green Tourmaline gemstones, as one past lover pointed 
out. She always knew that. They were so beautiful, always 
loving green eyes. Yet, she started to realize that they were 
less piercing and more come hither. She let herself be sucked 
into her own gemstones, learning every perfection and im-
perfection of the irises and seeing the pupils dilate at her 
deepening breathing. A truth was becoming so clear and ob-
vious to her that there was no denying it. 
 “I’m in love with you,” she said out loud to herself. 
“I’m in love with me!” 
 Juliana felt those words come from the core of her-
self, filling every part of her with joy. She then knew she 
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needed to reacquaint herself with the only woman she ever 
really wanted to know. She slowly moved her hands through 
her shimmering, soft auburn hair. Goosebumps arose on her 
dark olive skin while she flowed through the natural waves 
of her hair. She then lightly touched her forehead and slim 
eyebrows with era fingertips, sensually moving down her 
perfectly triangular nose. At the same time, she moved her 
hands across her cheeks to her well proportioned ears. Her 
breathing was now deep and revelatory. Following the jaw-
line to its slightly rounded end, she moved to feel her full, 
soft lips. She naturally opened her mouth to see and feel her 
healthy white teeth and feel her fleshy tongue. 
 Her curious fingers moved down her neckline, her 
collar bones, her shoulders. She turned around and unbut-
toned her blouse to remove it, before feeling her soft, toned, 
peach fuzz covered arms. She turned her head to see and 
feel her long, well toned back. Her natural flexibility allowed 
for no discomfort. She turned her body back around, and 
began to feel the curves of her healthy, muscle-enhanced 
breasts. Her dark nipples and areolae were so mouth water-
ing. She moved down from her heaving chest to explored 
her firm abdominal muscles. 
 Filliping around again, she unbuttoned and removed 
her thin dress pants and panties. She turned to see and feel 
her very full, firm ass. Her love of squats clearly paid-off! 
She flipped back around, moving her fingers around her hips 
to her well kept puss. Her whole body tingled joyously when 
she brushed against her pussy-lips. She then continued 
down her legs, naturally moving into a squat. Her muscles 
were so firm and enticing. Letting herself sit on the floor, 
she moved to the tops of her smooth feet to toes she per-
sonally manicured expertly. Her fingers followed the curve 
of her toes to the balls, the many curves of her subtly 
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wrinkly high arches, and finally to her soft heals. The lighter 
tones of her palms and soles did not go unnoticed. 
 Juliana looked back at herself in the mirror. There 
were no words, just understanding. It was remarkable she 
never realized how she truly felt about herself until then, 
but that did not seem to matter. She finally found the love of 
her life. She thought about making love to herself right 
then, considering what she just did was merely discovery, but 
understood she did not want sex right in that moment. It 
was amusing, because that lack of need was just like how 
she always was when she dated men and woman she liked. 
She always wanted to go on some dates, getting to know 
them before moving forward with anything serious. That 
was certainly ironic that she wanted to take her time with 
herself. Yet, she always wanted sex to be right and perfect, 
and always unknowingly compromised with how her past 
sexual experiences never quite hit that perfection she 
yearned for. There was no need to compromise anymore … 
 The loving smile was so deep and true before her. It 
had been one year, three weeks, and two days since she fell 
in love with herself that fateful day before this very mirror. 
She literally spent three whole months dating herself: late 
night movies, casual lunches with the phone camera on her, 
teasing pictures sent to herself. It was the best, most fun 
relationship she ever had. Her friends and coworkers no-
ticed how happy she was, while most just assumed she was 
finally happy with her life. She did tell the unsurprised Sallie 
when they crossed paths recently. On that three month an-
niversary, when she was finally ready, that night … Juliana 
had the best sex of her life. If she could marry herself, she 
would in less than a heartbeat. The love making since had 
been nothing short of perfect, always finding the right mo-
ments with herself. 
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 She licked her soft lips, and smooched the mirror. “I 
love you,” she whispered to herself. 
 Juliana walked into the hot shower. She did her hair, 
and lathered up her taut body. She teased her ass and pussy, 
while spending a long time worshiping her tender feet. 
Soon, she found herself sensually groping her breasts and 
pussy. The hot water rolled down her every curve, while she 
leaned into the corner of the shower. She then took a dildo 
from the ledge, and leaning forward onto the wall, began to 
thrust in and out of her sultry snatch. She moved her free 
hand up and down her breasts and stomach. “Oh, yeah, Julie 
…” 
 She eventually sat on the floor of the tub, and more 
rigorously trust the dildo in and out, groans of loving pas-
sion growing. The pleasure and love grew and grew, making 
so damn close, before slowing herself slightly to extend the 
moment. Yet, all she really wanted was to cum to herself. 
Her thrusts became slow yet willful, making the pleasure 
come to its inevitable peak. “Oh, GAH … Yeah, Julie … Jul 
… UGHUH … JULIANA!” she came in perfect orgasm.  

 * * * *  

 Laura slowly blinked through the blurriness. It was as 
if a whole other reality was coming back into focus. It was 
as if she … no … He was slowly awakening from a deep, lu-
cid dream. 
 Jack Fauno shook his head in dizzy confusion. Every-
thing that just happened was almost too real. All the memo-
ries of Farrah and Laura were still inside him. Indeed, even 
the rock solid dick -- and cum -- between his thighs did not 
detract from the fact that he somehow felt like a woman. 
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 He was somehow Laura and Jack now. He became an 
alpha lesbian in a man’s body. He liked how that felt. 
 Jack exited the video player, feeling a great curiosity 
toward Threshold’s software. His tall girlfriend suddenly 
walked into the room, and he put on a sly smile. 
 “Well, you made a mess of yourself,” the fair haired 
Sarah observed unimpressed. 
 “Uh, yeah …” he said in an amazed, nervous laugh. 
On top of still feeling rather like the woman in the film, it 
was quite disorienting for it to be 2018, while the character 
knew it was 2010. 
 “Still takin’ me out tonight?” the girl-next-door 
asked. 
 “Yeah … I guess so …” 
 “Wow!” she exclaimed sarcastically, glaring with he 
deep brown eyes. “We must be a real couple now, since you 
clearly forgot our anniversary.” 
 “No, I haven’t, Sarah,” he said quietly. Looking at his 
girlfriend of exactly three years, he felt more like a porno’s 
depiction of a lesbian than a slightly nerdy guy. “I’m sorry, 
Sarah” he said empathetically. “I’ll be ready to go whenever 
you are.” 
 She was taken aback. The man before her looked like 
just another guy that made a mess of himself watching porn, 
but his last comment felt true and warm. “See you then …” 

 The two had the most warm and deep date of their 
time together. It was the first time for them both that they 
felt this relationship could be something truly profound. 
They shared things neither shared with anyone before, in-
cluding each other. Jack was interested in rather kinky 
things in bed like feet and latex, while Sarah liked to be both 
an active participant yet submissive, which made her inter-
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ested in exploring his kinks. What fascinated Jack was how 
she only ever had a strong orgasm when the other was pay-
ing close attention to her needs, revealing their sex was 
merely passable. What made their hearts flutter sexually 
was how they both have enjoyed porn, albeit with differing 
inclinations: she with women passively but not harshly 
fucked by men; he with fetish porn, often with lesbians. 
Though, he did admit that the porno he just watched 
opened new doors for him, and was excited to explore it in 
the technological sense. She did not fully understand what 
he meant by his new exploration, but loved him for being so 
honest. 
 They later found themselves in Sarah’s dorm room. 
They kissed slowly, lovingly, knowledgeably, moving toward 
the small bed. They paused for a happy moment, and looked 
into each other’s eyes. 
 Jack knew exactly what she need to hear in that mo-
ment. “I love you, Sarah. You want to go all the way 
tonight?” 
 Her heart melted, while a joyous tear escaped the 
corner of her eyes. “I love you, too, Jack. I wan’t yo go all 
the way with you tonight and forever.” 
 The lovers continued making out on the bed with 
love already poring into them. They chucked at the loud 
squeaks and creaks from with aged bed, before she naturally 
fell to her back, opening her legs. He playfully nudged her 
back, she squeaking happily at the faux-male aggressive-
ness.  
 Legs open, Jack leaned down to kiss the wanting 
woman just that much more deeply, feeling her breast under 
her shirt. Shirt pushed up he lightly felt and kissed her ab-
domen. She suddenly chuckled. 
 “Didn’t know you were ticklish, Sarah!” 
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 “You never touched me like that! I love it, Jack.” 
 He lightly kissed her abdomen more, making her 
squeak and chuckled loudly. Sarah’s legs draped over his 
shoulders, he moved up to smooch her happily. She pulled 
off her short dress, and he tenderly kissed down her hold-
able C-cups, abdomen in a way that used the ticklishness to 
deepen the pleasure. His time in the porno and observing 
her made such pleasure possible. He began to kiss her warm 
pussy with love and hunger, which made Sarah moan and 
coo in her enjoyment. Sensing she wanted him back above, 
he moved back up for a deep kiss. 
 After trading some spit, he moved back down to her 
wide open thighs, again making out with the lover lips, 
panties pushed to the side. 
 She cooed and laughed with joy. Yes, she was natural-
ly passive, but Jack was the first man to trail the line of her 
passiveness and satisfying of her needs. 
 “I never knew you could … do that, Jack. Please don’t 
stop!” she cooed, pressing his crouch against his mouth. 
They held each other’s hands, fingers interlaced, while he 
knowledgeably consumed. 
 Jack moved back up to lovingly smooch her. Sarah 
pulled off her dress, and teasingly rubbed Jack’s solid mem-
ber. Teasing her back, Jack began to rub her wet crotch at 
the same time. Eventually she just laid back and enjoyed, he 
sometimes leaning in for a we kiss. 
 Sensing she was ready for him more profoundly, Jack 
pulled off his boxer-briefs. 
 “Damn, that’s the most excited I’ve seen you!” she 
complimented. 
 “Thanks!” His bobbling dick might very well have 
surpassed his clocked high of eight inches. 
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 Sarah on her back, legs up and open, Jack almost 
carefully entered her. She cooed and breathed deeply, loving 
how he did not do his regular “jump in” move. The gazed 
into each other’s loving eyes, while he smoothly thrust. In 
some ways, neither could believe how they finally hit the 
stride neither thought possible. 
 “Wait, hold on, hold on …” Sarah requested, grab-
bing a condom from the end table. She rolled it on him, be-
fore resuming like nothing happened. 
 After finding his stride, she began to rub just above 
her pussy lips, make her coo happily. He was so glad she left 
her long stocking-sock on. She was probably not interested 
in him sucking her toes right then, but the opaquely silken 
view was enough. 
 He placed his hand next to her neck for support, and 
she requested, “Choke me.” 
 “Really?” he did not expect that, in spite of how intu-
itive he was now toward her. 
 “You like it kinky, right?” 
 He smirked. He was not opposed to the act — at least 
not in any extreme, but never expected her to request such a 
thing. “OK, Sarah.” 
 “Yeah … Yes … I like … it …” she forced, Jack’s hand 
squeezing her throat. 
 He began to thrust and squeeze harder, Sarah cooing 
in encouragement. After several thrusts, he could tell she 
had enough attention to her throat at the moment, and let 
go. She just lay back and enjoyed his hastening motions. 
 Eventually, Jack leaned downward, making out while 
he thrust. Sometimes they were forehead to forehead; some-
times they were just touching their open mouths. She 
laughed happily at how perfect this was, wrapping her legs 
around his waist. They simply gazed into each other’s eyes, 
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occasionally locking lips, while she cooed louder and louder. 
Jack grunted quietly, doing everything he could to hold on 
for just that much longer. She was more than happy with 
the occasional slowing and adjusting.  
 “I’m so ready to cum, my love,” she breathed. 
 Jack went back to his knees, and began to thrust in 
and out with increasing ferocity. Sarah cooed joyously as 
close to the most perfect moment as he was. 
 “I love it. Fuck! I love you,” she cooed, at his dramat-
ic increase in motion. “Oh, God. So close, Jack … PLEASE … 
Yes, yes … … Oh, fucking God! Yeah …. OOOOOOOH FUCK ME 
… YEAH … ooo …” She exploded in orgasm with him … 

 Over the next year, Jack worked to crack the software 
behind the Threshold DVD. It was an obsession for him to 
understand how the submersion was so complete that it al-
tered his personality. To not degrade his academic perfor-
mance, he worked to cyclically apply his developing software 
knowledge to his study of the Threshold software, as he 
hoped to apply the Threshold software to his research 
projects. 
 He knew how to reverse engineer lines of security 
code or prevent certain code sequences from running. Tech-
nically, this was supposed to be easy to do on aging DVD 
technology. This was not a normal DVD. He was able to 
copy the film and associated software, but the mind altering 
software was not like anything he ever saw. His relationship 
with Sarah was far easier to handle this this! 
 Eventually, he finally saw into the Threshold magic 
via the DVD encoding. The key was understanding how the 
two different technologies were interlinked. It was simple in 
its execution yet mindbogglingly complex. It basically uti-
lized the film as a means of deriving commands, while cer-
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tain other elements like unspoken dates were wedged into 
the video software. The rest were the silent and invisible 
hypnotic elements, which were almost a whole separate 
piece of software. 
 Jack then worked to extract the Threshold software, 
which seemed to not care where the commands originated. 
After the successful extraction, he saw how the code may be 
adapted to use anything as a mean of controlling another’s 
mind. Jack was as haunted as he was fascinated by how this 
worked, while much of the code itself was still completely 
foreign to him. It would seem that Threshold could have 
used their software in mind altering applications well be-
yond DVD media. 
 He was able to use it via the terminal shell on his 
desktop, while also seeing the code in operation in a sepa-
rate window. A rather shady idea then hit Jack: have it con-
nect with someone’s phone or computer. The subliminal el-
ements would still be silent, while the subject would be 
completely oblivious to the whatever was happening to 
them. He might just be able to use the software just like in 
the porno, The Old Typewriter, possibly right down to genetic 
alteration. 
 Starting simple, Jack manually gave the software 
Sarah’s cellphone number, which it would access via his lap-
top’s wifi calling feature. He’ll just say he butt dialed her or 
something. The software was ready for input. 
 Sarah wants to give Jack a blowjob, 
wants to swallow his cum. He hit return. The command 
was sent. 
 A minute later, Sarah called him. 
 “Hey, Jack, you called?” 
 “Oh, I just hit the wrong button or something, Sarah!” 
 “Oh, OK …” she paused for a few moment. 
 “Sarah?” 
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 “I wanna try something tonight, Jack.” 
 “Sure, I’ll be here for whatever.” 
 “Great.” she hung up. 

 About an hour later, Sarah walked in, they smooched. 
“Hey, Sarah. Good classes today?” 
 “All right.” She smiled. “So … what I wanted to try hit me 
kinda suddenly. Actually just after you butt dialed me … I wanna 
just give you a blowjob.” 
 “Sure!” he exclaimed, amazed at how easily this seemed to 
work. 
 “Right here and now, I wanna do this,” she stated amazed. 
 She quickly removed his pants, and stroked his already bal-
looning member. Before he even knew it, she sucked up and down. 
Her sultry mouth felt almost too good. Sarah never did this before, 
he did not think, but she seemed surprisingly good at it. 
 “Feel good, Jack?” she asked. 
 “Yeah, don’t stop now, Sarah!” 
 She bobbed up and down happily, hungrily. This came to 
feel so damn good he knew was wasn’t going to last too long. 
 “Oh, that’s fucking great, Sarah,” he breathed. “Not long 
now!” 
 She looked up to him happily with her mouth full of his 
flesh. Drool began to drip on to his balls, her motions increasing in 
intensity. Jack began to grasp the armrests, breathing heavily. And 
then suddenly, he blew his multipart load down her swallowing 
throat. 
 “Wow,” Sarah breathed. 
 “You swallowed …” 
 “Yeah,” she said amazed. “I didn’t mind it. Maybe just a 
little surprised.” 
 “That’s fine, Sarah. That was wonderful,” he said honestly. 
“Wanna see what I’ve been doing, Sarah? Looks like I cracked that 
code.” 
 “Yeah, sure.” She casually sat on his bare lap. 
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 “Kinda unbelievable, but I think this can do anything, with-
in reason. I think we can improve ourselves with this.” 
 “That is kinda unbelievable.” 
 “Humor me, Sarah.” 
 “OK.” She smooched him. Her somewhat passive nature 
made her not really question him. 
 Jack tied the software into the computer itself. 
 We, Sarah and Jack, quickly developed 
increased intelligence and libidos. He hit return. 
 They found themselves staring almost mindlessly at the 
screen for what felt like a few moments when minutes passed. 
 “Good thing you’re the best sex I’ve ever had!” Sarah ex-
claimed. 
 The kissed with love and a surprising amount of passion. 
  
 The two indeed saw their intelligence increased, find-
ing everything easier, while they had sex at least twice a day. 
Jack was truly overjoyed by how easily the software worked. 
Indeed, he came to use it more and more regularly, “testing” 
it out on Sarah. The more he used it, the more he wanted to 
use it. 
 Over time, they both changed, Sarah more so. Jack 
became almost a kind of male slut regularly including others 
into his sexcapades with Sarah, while Sarah became more 
passive and robotic around him. Sure, Jack had a strong em-
pathy toward her, but found it much easier to have her no 
longer need him to care about her needs. She even came to 
regularly wear a complete latex outfit, and more than en-
joyed giving him the ecstatic footjob.  He did not realize it at 
first, but he was slowly turning the love of his life into his 
personal blonde bimbo. She was as much a genius as he was 
now, but she no longer used much of her mind whenever 
she was with him. Jack soon envisioned her as an actual ro-
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bot, and wondered how the software could make such a 
thing happen. 
 It was in that moment Jack finally realized how this 
obsession with Threshold was affecting him. Indeed, he 
suddenly began to wonder how much he really cared about 
anyone. The changes he inflicted on Sarah were largely 
without any concern about what she wanted. It seemed that 
his empathy toward others might never have been strong, 
while the video at least temporarily improved what little em-
pathy he had. That “improvement” lessened the more he 
established his obsession with the power Threshold’s tech-
nology gave him. It all suggested to him that using a video 
as the basis of commands naturally limited long term 
changes. Him wanting to do so much more was, too, a far 
more powerful drive than anything that film gave him. 
 “So, Sarah, I was thinking about giving a better name 
to this Threshold software,” Jack stated. 
 Sarah was happily eating Jack’s cum off of her shiny 
black feet. “Ummm … What were you thinking, Jack?” 
 “TypewriterOS …” 

 * * * * 

 Well, the preverbal shit did hit the fan, as Juliana ex-
pected. Her Lieutenant suggested she needed to drop the 
case. However, it was not because he thought she was 
wrong. He told her that dealing with issues relating to 
Threshold would require people above their department, 
perhaps the District Attorney herself. At the same time, 
Threshold all but sponsored the city’s police force with their 
massive donations and regularly hosted fundraisers. In other 
words, she was not really ordered to do anything. 
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 Her Lieutenant was very good at nudging the subor-
dinates, even if it seemed more like ambivalence to those 
unfamiliar with the leadership style. Still, the demeanor 
suggested to the detective that she needed to gather as 
much as she could as soon as possible before he needed to 
pass the sensitive case upwards. This was a relief for Juliana, 
who legitimately wondered how beholden the police force 
was to Threshold. Well, it might as well have been, but her 
Lieutenant was still a good cop. 
 Just after noon, Juliana went out to have some lunch 
with herself, and a man came up to her. It was one of the 
researchers a Latech, Dr. Louis Jacobs, she contacted two 
weeks ago. He was not all that responsive at the time. 
 “Dr. Jacobs, what can I do for you?” she asked curi-
ously. 
 “Pardon the cliche!” he said dryly. “We need to speak 
privately.” 
 “Of course. Where did you have in mind.” 
 “Just follow me …” 
 The took the subway across the city, and made their 
way to Dr. Jacobs’ apartment. 
 “I assume we’re not really here for lunch, doctor,” Ju-
liana stated. 
 “No …” 
 “Are you sure even your apartment is safe from your 
bosses?” Juliana asked with a hint of paranoia. 
 He smiled with a quiet chuckle. “You would be 
shocked at how lax our security is now that Threshold has 
their tentacles in everything. Pure complacency for good 
reason …” 
 “Go on …” 
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 “I decided that I needed to come clean about what’s 
happening at Latech, which is of course under the direction 
of Threshold …” 
 “Yes?” 
 “You are right about the disappearances, in so much 
as these people are being kidnapped by Latech. It’s a lot 
more, detective … It starts with ExtraReality’s technology. 
Most if not all people have watched a film with that tech-
nology.” 
 “It sucks the viewer in.” 
 “Ever since it was just Threshold Tech, but you know 
that. What you do not know is that the technology may be 
used to at least partly rewrite someone. This is an open se-
cret utilized by the military, intelligence organizations, and 
some psychiatrists around the world. Of course, most peo-
ple watching the films made for public consumption are not 
transformed completely at the mental level. I’m not sure it 
that was even their plan before the company was rebuilt. 
However, ExtraReality has been putting what is internally 
described as a ‘Mental Worm’ in their products. Basically a 
kind malware deeply embedded into the Human subcon-
scious. Not every video, but they’ve been doing this for long 
enough.” 
 “What does it do?” she asked in disbelief. 
 “Once activated, your mind may become like swiss 
cheese, for lack of better words, and others with the right 
verbal commands can make you do whatever they want. 
Others above me target specific people with psychological 
profiles that I and others ask for. Its usually through a free 
video for that ‘good’ customer.” 
 “What? For some kind of experimentation?” 
 “Yes … The mental control is merely the first step in 
transforming a Human into basically a robotic drone. We 
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normally have them called in, and we apply our SkinTight 
latex. But a bit more than what is bought in stores. Our more 
advanced version enhances rather than just provides sensa-
tion. But, it does not stop there. It fuses with the subject at 
the cellular level, allowing for a complete transformation 
into a mindless drone or something more interesting.” 
 “What do you mean?” 
 “It is possible to be upgraded with the advanced latex 
without the mental reprograming. You see, when the mind is 
turned to mush, the latex simply takes over active brain 
functions. When the mind is fully operational, the brain es-
sentially extends into your entire body, enhancing mental 
and physical abilities to remarkable levels.” 
 “That sounds a bit ridiculous …” 
 He smiled rather morosely, shaking his head. “It’s not 
… Mary, please come into the living room.” 
 “Hi, Louis, what can I do for you?” she asked with 
almost artificial tones. There was something very off about 
this tall woman that walked into the room. She had shim-
mering white skin, glassy blue eyes, small breasts, and ath-
letic physique. 
 “Just stand there for now, Mary,” he ordered. “Exam-
ine her, detective.” 
 Juliana walked over to the apparent woman. “Hello?” 
 “Hi. Do you need anything?” she asked artificially. 
 “I’m not sure yet.” 
 Juliana could not help but notice the distinct scent of 
rubber. She lightly touched the exposed arm below the light 
blue t-shirt. It felt like latex, yet it did not seem to be some 
clothing. It was her skin. 
 “What are you?” Juliana asked uncomfortably. 
 “I am Mary,” she responded flatly. “I am here to make 
Louis happy.” 
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 “Are you … some kind of robot?” 
 “Yes.” 
 The bewildered Juliana walked back to Dr. Jacobs. 
 “Disbelief?” 
 She nodded. 
 “OK,” he turned to Mary. “Mary, increase your bust 
size to match my friend’s here, and make your eyes green 
like hers, too.” 
 “OK, Louis.” With a blank stare, her chest grew at 
least two sizes, stressing the tight shirt, and her eyes shifted 
to Juliana’s distinct green. 
 “Holy shit!” Juliana exclaimed at the sight of a now 
very alluring chest and precious jewel eyes. 
 “Yes, my personal, empty-minded, drone,” he stated 
with a hint of sarcasm. “She was Human once, a man, and a 
scientist.” 
 “Go on …” she said, barely pealing her eyes away 
from the now distracting robot. 
 “Mary was once Dr. George Smith. It was our idea to 
give him the SkinTight upgrade without the mental condi-
tioning … 

 “So you two would like to experiment on someone 
without the conditioning?” Managing Researcher Dr. Lina 
Barrows asked more as confirmation. She was middle aged, 
healthy, slim, and was easily the hardest to please boss ei-
ther Smith or Jacobs ever had. 
 “Yes, Dr. Barrows,” Dr. George Smith answered excit-
edly. 
 “Its a clear continuation of the work thus far,” Jacobs 
seconded. 
 She slightly smirked, “It’s an obvious continuation.” 
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 This was why she was so hard to please: always way 
ahead of everyone. 
 “To be clear here, your request is approved. I would 
just like to clarify that this kind of test was always on the 
docket. Those to be deemed as part of the new elite were 
obviously slated to be upgraded. I delayed this part of the 
project, because this will obviously not create another 
drone. The theoretical capabilities of someone upgraded 
with their mind intact might be beyond our control at this 
juncture.”  
 She was referencing the fact that SkinTight was cre-
ated only to physically transform the subject, while the sep-
arate conditioning was what created control. The interface 
was largely just verbal and physical commands, but it was 
possible for the drone to be read by an external system. 
 “Even though your research is officially approved, I 
need to know what you plan to do, and who you will be do-
ing this to.” 
 “With the drones as the control,” Jacobs began, “We 
will see if and how the robotic transformation enhances 
thought process, and if the subject can physically alter their 
appearance to a more elaborate extent on their own accord. 
Specifically, we aim to see what the subject can do without 
complete servitude.” 
 “I will be the subject, with Louis conducting the ma-
jority of the experimentation,” Smith clarified. “We decided 
that someone at Latech was the best option. Objectively, it 
might be better to take a random, unaltered subject, but 
such opaque kidnapping might gain too much attention. 
Moreover, we all know how high our loyalty is to Latch and 
Threshold. My loyalty toward Louis, yourself, Latech, and 
Threshold is paramount.” 
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 “OK,” their boss stated flatly. “I’ll expect the usual 
updates.” 

 “I’m still really amazed you want to do this to your-
self, George!” Louis exclaimed. “Would it be stupidly re-
dundant of me to tell you that you can’t go back from this?” 
 George patted his friend’s shoulder with an assuring 
smile. “I want this. I’m nervous, but I want this. Just so 
fucking tired of making mindless drones, you know that. 
This upgrade … This is evolution! The drones are just an-
other sex-bot, literally sometimes. The potential lost …” 
 “Yes …” Louis agreed. Neither of them saw the mer-
its of directly altering the Human brain, even with just an 
addendum as a “biochip” that no one yet perfected. Worse, 
replacing parts of the brain with “better” artificial elements 
they felt was not much better than a lobotomy. SkinTight 
represented the possibility of not only true enhancement of 
the mind, but also control over a far improved body. 
 Louis buzzed in the engineering team to install the 
chamber (not a dangerous enough task to utilize a drones). 
Another team was perfecting a less dramatic “at home” ver-
sion that was certainly for the soon to be revealed new 
elites, they now assumed. However, it was a touch of lazi-
ness to not ask for it, assuming it worked. 
 While the installation of the chamber was being final-
ized, George asked, “So how much of your plan relies on my 
own actions?” 
 “You’ll find out!” he said with a knowing smile. 
 The was a subtle test on George’s part, a way of see-
ing if Louis was ready. As the test subject, objectivity might 
be lost if George knew what Louis’ plans were. 
 The engineers left, closing the doors of the lab behind 
them. Louis was a little disappointed they did not have a 
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drone aiding them. No matter how mindless, those robots 
they made from people were sometimes as sexy as efficient. 
 “Well, you know the drill, Dr. Smith! I’ll look over my 
testing plans while you undress for the conversion.” 
 He nodded, removing his clothes. Now George was 
starting to feel nervous. No one had done what he was 
about to do willingly. His mind will technically be un-
touched, but he will officially go from Human to robot made 
from advanced latex! This was crazy, even if this was the 
best option to advance their research. 
 “I will be improved!” he said to himself shakily, walking 
into the chamber. At six feet even, he was close to the size 
limit of this particular model. 
 The doors closed behind him, not letting one light 
particle through. Steam began to hiss from the grate below 
his feet. The high humidity ensured pores to be more open 
to accept the liquid SkinTight. 
 A quiet buzzing suddenly became audible. It was 
from their laser mapping system for their own records and 
the step before SkinTight comes in. The buzzing switching 
off. Tiny robotic hands extended outward, knowable from 
their buzzing motions (they were nicknamed Buzz and 
Bumble by their creators). The soft, Latech coated fingers 
expertly opened his eyes wide, and affixed Latech Lenses, 
which uncomfortably stretched and wrapped themselves 
around the orbs. The moment they attached themselves to 
the nerves, he began to see through the darkness. Not that 
there was much to see past the retracting arms and metal 
chamber. Of course, the “lenses” would be redundant to the 
ultimate conversion if it was not for the next step. 
 A high pitched whirling sound suddenly came into 
existence. An intricate laster system extended out at his 
feet. “Oh, fuck!” he exclaimed at the harsh burning of the 
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lasers quickly rising up his body. They not only burned off 
all the hair to the root, but also primed the skin for the liq-
uid SkinTight. “FUCK!” he exclaimed when the hair at his 
crotched was quickly burned away. He now definitely regret-
ted not asking for the experimental home device. It was far 
too late now, though, because already two-thirds of his body 
hair was already gone. The SkinTight lenses protected his 
eyes, while the sickening sent of burning hair permeated the 
chamber. And soon, he no longer had any hair on his body. 
 A quick blast from above removed any remaining 
char, before resuming the hot steam for a few moments. He 
felt sick from the char stench and the reddening cooked skin 
from head to toe. 
 All that changed the moment the liquid super-latex 
touched his feet. It was warm and inviting, soothing his 
cooked skin. He could legitimately feel his pores sucking it 
in while it rose, while it felt like lowering into a soothing 
hot-tub. His legs now felt like putty within the black goop, 
as they might as well have been. The shimmering, flowing 
blackness almost orgasmically moved past his crotch, up his 
waist and arms, and finally around his head. 
 The waves of blackness surrounded him, turning 
everything he ever knew into mush. It was inside him, re-
making everything. He felt it all, yet there was no pain, only 
comfort. The SkinTight was soon connecting with him al-
most on a spiritual level, interfacing with his unconditioned 
mind. Everything suddenly felt strange, and while not 
“wrong,” nothing felt right. He could almost feel everything 
in ways he did not understand, as he sensed everything like 
he always had. He felt like he was everywhere and nowhere 
at the same time. Too much information entered his con-
sciousness. The black world began to spin uncontrollably. 
Nothing made sense, nothing felt right. He was himself, yet 
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something else. He felt himself falling and falling in a de-
ranged tailspin … 
 The next thing George new he was on the cold tile 
floor of his lab. He could feel every particle of dust and 
every artificial compound that made it all up. The fact that 
his hands were a shimmering black was almost ignorable 
compared to what he was sensing. 
 “George!?” Louis called out. 
 The drone-like man slowly stood, feeling everything 
in the room like he never has before. He could see the 
minute x-rays and ultraviolet flowing through the room. He 
could taste the metal of the distant air vent. He could hear 
and calculate his friend’s blood pressure. He slowly began to 
tone it all down, pushing the “new” data to the side for fu-
ture reference. Well, he quickly realized how quickly this 
was all technically happening for Louis. All this occurred in 
the span of less than thirty seconds. He was literally pro-
cessing everything at least twice as fast as any Human. 
 He smiled amazed. “I’m OK, Louis … This is amaz-
ing!” 
 It was rather disquieting to see what looked like a 
male “drone” move and speak like an unconditioned human. 
Of course, he basically still looked like George Smith, be-
yond the shiny black, latex, hairless exterior. 
 “You feel, OK, Dr. Smith?” 
 “‘OK’ does not begin to describe this … It’s a barrage 
of data I’m still trying to weed through. Your body temp is 
98 degrees flat, the room temperature is 69.258 degrees F, 
the air speed is 0.00256 feet per second … It’s … It’s amaz-
ing how fast I’m adapting.” 
 “Would you like to interface with the tablet, 
George?” he asked, still somewhat weary of the situation. 
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 “Sure! This should feel interesting, Louis …” He 
placed his finger on the port, and spoke with it. Well, it felt 
more profound than that. It felt … like sex. He breathed 
deeply while he inserted itself into the hapless computer, 
thrusting into its core systems. There was no orgasm per se, 
but he felt truly intimate with the computer, which was will-
ing to do anything for him. With little effort, he confirmed a 
wireless connection solution, an allowed it to monitor him. 
“That felt kind of good!” 
 “Looked like it!” He really could have sworn his 
tablet now operated as if it just had great sex for the first 
time: glowing, moving smoothly yet not too fast. 
 “Pretty sure your tests weren’t listed in there, Louis. 
I’m ready to start the experimenting … with myself.” 
 They both laughed. 
 “OK, George. How would you describe yourself right 
now?” 
 “I feel genuinely good. Never pleasured a computer 
before, and that felt amazingly good. Like I said, I can sense 
a lot more, but am compartmentalizing. I don’t need to see 
UV or derive your blood pressure.” 
 “Interesting. Do you consider yourself a male Hu-
man?” 
 He put genuine thought into it. “No, would be the 
short answer. I still feel like an old fashioned, hetero-male. 
So, it’s a little weird to be standing naked next to another 
guy.” With a quiet chuckle, he pulled on his pants and shirt. 
 “OK. Feel the room to the best you are able at the 
moment, and transfer the data to the tablet.” 
 George nodded. He slowly stopped compartmentaliz-
ing, and feeling truly inhuman, he gathered everything he 
could now observe. What was surprising was how there was 
no disorientation or confusion. Every little detail was pro-
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cessed like a calculator taking in numbers with specified op-
erators and obediently reporting the answer. No matter how 
inhuman it felt, though, his fully present emotions played 
key roles, such as curiosity toward the elements of the air 
coming from the vent, or amusement toward what made up 
the small stain on his friends pants. He transferred all the 
data over. 
 “Wow, OK! That did not go like the average drone!” 
 “Thank you!” George said jokingly. “Only you can 
make me feel like a robot.” 
 Louis smiled. “As a fully sentient, hetero-male robot, 
what would you say the most dramatic change to yourself 
mentally and physically would be now?” 
 George thought seriously, even though where this 
was probably leading was amusingly exciting. “I’d say an 
omnisexual, female-bot, with a strong libido.” 
 Louis quietly laughed at the honest answer. George 
had never been anything close to a Casanova. “Are you will-
ing to alter yourself so drastically so soon after becoming a 
latex-bot?” 
 “Yeah! It was always fun to make the drones change 
completely with such ease. Doing it to myself sounds exhil-
arating.” 
 “Go ahead with the alteration. Try to maintain a regu-
lar connection with the table, if you can.” 
 George slipped back off his clothes, closed his eyes, 
and began to concentrate on a female physical form he knew 
he would like. He honestly was making this up as he went 
along, unlike how the drones were given a picture or de-
tailed specifications. His body began to shimmer more 
greatly, looking almost liquid. The dick and balls began to 
shrink, disappearing into the crotch. A tight yet cavernous 
slit morphed into existence. None of this hurt. Indeed, 
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George told himself to make it all feel really good, like being 
massaged by hot tub jets. That move was the right one, with 
internal mechanics forming into a vagina, cervix, uterus 
(egg-less), etc. 
 His, well, her waist then shifted inwards, as her hips 
and ass grew outward, forming bit of a bubble but. At the 
same time, her chest began to ballon outward into a healthy 
C-cup. Her feet slimmed up, grew forward a bit, and rose 
the arch. As had been the case since conversion, the toes 
were still attached by the rubber “skin,” but outlines of the 
digits became more apparent. At the same time, outlines of 
toenails emerged, as black, hard rubber nails extended 
slightly from her individual finger tips. 
 Then, the head began to morph. The nose straight-
ened and thinned somewhat, as the head ever so subtly 
shrank. Lips became fuller and reddened, contrasting signif-
icantly with the still black exterior. Deep red, soft rubber hair 
then sprouted, reaching for her more statuesque shoulders. 
The Adam’s apple was of course long gone. Her shimmering 
rubber exterior finally began to shift to a dark olive color, 
while still clearly latex-like. 
 Feeling the physical changes come to completion, she 
began to alter herself to physically and mentally to become a 
libidinous, omnisexual woman. As with the physical 
changes to become female, significant genetic shifts began 
to occur, as well as a subconscious reinforcement of general 
eroticism. 
 The now fully feminized, sexualized, roboticized sci-
entist slowly opened her eyes, which had gone from a deep 
blue to icy blue. She was now very much the female version 
of the rubberized George. The general arousal struck her in-
stantly, never having been so interested in sex before, as a 
distinctly aroused joy hit her at the look and feel of herself. 
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 “Fuck, give me the laptop!” she called quickly in her 
now deeply husky tones. She quickly switched it to a mirror 
mode to examine herself. Her pussy felt warm and ready at 
even the sight of herself, while the soft rubber feel of her 
skin made her even more hungry. She physically entered the 
tablet port with her finger, sending shockwaves of inhuman 
pleasure through her artificial nervous system. She fingered 
her virgin pussy at the same time. 
 “God, I can’t believe I’m actually fucking a 
computer!” she exclaimed, the two literally thrusting raw 
data in and out of each other. 
 “You are completely female now. The Y chromosome 
literally transformed into an X on the screen …” he 
breathed, incredibly aroused by the “woman” before her. 
 “Oh, God! We’re actually gonna cum!” she exclaimed 
in total amazement. 
 “There’s a lot of data in there. Try not to fuck its 
brains out,” he breathed pants tented. 
 “Holy fuck! There’s gonna be such data load!” she 
exclaimed. The data of pure pleasure flowed freely between 
her and the tablet, which had a blatantly burred yet flashing 
screen now. She finally screamed in the most uniquely or-
gasmic moment of her life, as the tablet’s fuzzy screen ex-
ploded with colors. 
 After basking in the literal afterglow with the tablet, 
she handed it back to Louis. 
 Eyebrows raised, he said, “That is a lot of data, 
George.” 
 “Felt great … You know what? Call me Mary, Louis,” 
she forwarded. 
 “Mary?” 
 “Yeah, my middle name’s Mario.” He pronounced it 
“Mary-oh.” 
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 “Suits you.” 
 “What next?” Mary asked with an expectant smile. 
 “I gotta me honest, Mary, we’ve done so much more 
than I expected today. The data I have now.” He shook his 
head in disbelief. “It’s more than I ever imaged.” 
 “Your tablet’s great!” she said honestly. “Luckily we 
were both techno-virgins.” 
 Louis laughed. He was confronted at how much Mary 
was still the dry witted George, in spite of how complete the 
transformations were. Looking at the amazing fem-bot be-
fore him, he felt something his did not yet want to admit to 
himself. 
 Mary noticed his demeanor toward her had changed 
profoundly, as she felt receptive toward it in ways she was 
all but ready to admit. She sat on the edge of the the console 
next to him. Her demeanor was naturally alluring yet teas-
ingly subtle, crossing her shimmering legs. “Well?” 
 Damn Mary was so gorgeous. “How do you do that?” 
 “Do what?” 
 “Be so much like my old friend, yet be so wonderfully 
female?” 
 “Well … I am a female now, Louis!” she shrugged. 
“The femininity and sexuality is down to the genetic level. 
Plus, memories of observing women played a key role in the 
demeanor I passively and actively enact now. You know me, 
Louis: no half measures.” 
 “Yeah,” he breathed. “The next phase is open ended. 
Be you. The tablet will record the data, whether you fuck it 
or not, for however long you want to transmit.” 
 “Oh, the tablet and I definitely are friends with bene-
fits now, Louis!” She gave him a long look. What she was 
feeling was not just her libidinous hunger. “Have you ever 
fucked one of the drones?” 
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 “No … Well, I think we both thought about it!” 
 “Yeah … Why would you want to fuck a sex-drone 
when you can make love to a fully functional robot?” 
 “Wha …” 
 Before Louis could even finish the word, he found 
himself making out with his same yet different lab partner. 
This might have been a man, a close friend hours ago, but 
that closeness enhanced the sensation he felt with the soft 
rubber lips and fleshy, wet, rubber tongue playing with his. 
Mary straddled him on the chair with her very long legs, 
stabilizing the rolling chair with her feet. The very tall fem-
bot visually overwhelmed him. This was all moving so fast. 
Yet, dealing with someone that now had godlike processing 
power probably could never go slowly. 
 It was a little strange at first for them both, having 
known each other for a decade, but the more their tongues 
played, the more they felt their warm bodies, the more right 
it felt. Louis was a straight male; George was now Mary, an 
omnisexual, horny, latex fem-bot. Most importantly, they 
already knew each other better than most past lovers. 
 “Hope I’m as good as the tablet …” he breathed with 
a nervous laugh. 
 She looked over to the obedient tablet with genuine 
arousal, and looked back teasingly. “We’ll see, Louis.” 
 Louis then removed his shirt while Mary efficiently 
removed his pants and underwear. She sucked off his throb-
bing member, generating streams of thick, lubricating spit. 
 Satisfied with her work, like a seductive beast, Mary 
crawled back up the almost hyperventilating man. Her hu-
mid pussy was unlike anything he ever felt. It certainly felt 
rubbery, yet it was the farthest thing from an old fashioned 
latex condom. It was slight and soft like a place he always 
wanted to be. That was what he always wanted, but never 
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knew. Looking deep into Mary’s frozen eyes, he knew she 
felt exactly the same. 
 The apparent savant, Mary rolled her body up and 
down, not only maximizing he slow pleasure, but extending 
the passion as well. Louis greatly enjoyed sucking on her 
upper rubber balloons and grasping her firm lower ones, but 
what they both loved the most was gazing lovingly into their 
eyes. Their love slowly grew and grew until they exploded 
into each other. 
 They held each other for a while in the afterglow. 
Looking into each other’s eyes, they whispered in unison, “I 
love you …” 

 “It was a surreal but truly amazing relationship after 
that,” Dr. Jacobs continued his story for the detective. “It 
was interesting to see her tweak her physical form over the 
next month. Always liked being taller than me, though, even 
when she was a Human man. Oh, and there was certainly a 
lot of sex. Seeing her fuck a drone was so strange! She had it 
grow a dick, and through that, she connected with its body 
and mind. She dominated that thing body and mind in ways 
no Human could … I really did like the threesomes with the 
tablet …” 
 “But … how did she become like a mindless drone?” 
 “Yeah …” he deeply sighed. “We got careless. And, 
no, our boss and her boss didn’t do this to her directly, I 
don’t think. They were incredibly pleased with the data. Our 
work was confirming Threshold’s plans for the rubberized 
new world order … What happened — amazed it did not 
happen sooner — was a porno released by ExtraRealty. 95%, 
plus or minus 5%, of the world’s population has that Mental 
Worm now, because of ExtraReality’s dominance in media. 
Hell, you practically have to be deaf and blind to not have it, 
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but even feeling the related vibrations might be enough. We 
just forgot about it, I guess. It won’t do anything on its own, 
and most working for Threshold know which titles to avoid. 
We weren’t paying much attention to that short but ever 
changing list with the activation protocols. And as I said, we 
often just sent a video directly to someone we wanted to ex-
periment on …” He deeply sighed. “Well, Mary ended up 
watching one that activated the Worm in her mind …” 

 “Hey, Mary, I was thinking we should go on some 
quiet getaway before the big whigs change everything.” 
Louis plopped the groceries down on the breakfast counter 
in his apartment. “We can bring Tabby if you want!” That 
was their pet name for the willingly obedient tablet Mary 
loved to fuck. 
 Mary sat there motionless before a black TV screen. 
 “Mary?” He walked over concerned. 
 No response. 
 His eyes then noticed the screen was not completely 
blank. “ExtraReality Entertainment” showed on the bottom 
right as a watermark. Louis knew what happened, but re-
fused to believe it. Grabbing Tabby from the coffee table be-
hind her, he first saw the data stream had ceased thirty 
minutes ago. Mental readouts directly indicated the activa-
tion of the Memory Worm. Yet, it was different from readings 
in regular subjects. Instead of simply conditioning someone 
to let themselves be kidnapped by Latech, there was a com-
plete mental annihilation. Technically, all drones retained their 
memories, but the conditioning created total control regard-
less. It would seem that the enhanced mental processes en-
hanced the Worm. The organic elements of her mind — 
memory, cognition — were quickly destroyed. Presently, 
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there was noticeable brain damage, but the SkinTight might 
help repair that over time. 
 In desperation, he tried to reconnect Tabby to Mary, 
but it would seem that process was long lost. Still, it was 
unlikely Tabby had any means of truly restoring much, hav-
ing no such facilities. 
 Louis went to his knees besides what was left of 
Mary, and cried. He cried until darkness shrouded the room. 
Eventually, he turned on the lights, slightly more clear 
headed. 
 He picked back up Tabby, and did a general scan of 
the mindless drone. Though there was far less detail than 
when they were intimately connected, the readings suggest-
ed that the SkinTight elements of her cognition were still 
fully operable, while the blank organic elements might pres-
ently have some functionality. She was simply devoid of any 
understanding of anything. 
 There weren’t many options, but he did not want to 
see her become just another mindless sex-bot for an execu-
tive. There was only one right choice. 
 “Drone, activate,” he said clearly, hoping that primal 
code still existed. They tried it a week ago in an overly bold 
test, which not only did reveal its existence, but also 
showed the code was unable to do anything with an uncon-
ditioned mind. 
 After the slowest, most horrifying moments of his 
life, the tall drone in a casual pink t-shirt and jean skirt 
slowly stood. It turned and stood before him. “This drone is 
ready for initializing,” she said flatly, in Mary’s voice. 
 He was relived, but depressed over how this small 
“victory” was what gave him that sense. “Drone, your des-
ignation is Mary.” 
 “I am Mary, master.” 
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 “Mary, your permanent purpose is to make me happy 
in any way that I require. You will follow only my com-
mands, unless I request otherwise.” 
 “My permanent purpose is to make you happy, mas-
ter. I will only follow your commands, unless you request 
otherwise.” 
 “Mary, you will refer to your master as Louis.” 
 “My master’s name in Louis, and I will refer to him 
as such.” 
 “Mary, you will see me as someone you have known 
for 12 years. We were close friends for a decade before we 
lived together here. We are in love.” 
 “I have known you for 12 years, Louis. We were close 
friends for a decade. Now, we live together here, and are in 
love.” 
 Satisfied with the base commands, he ordered, “Mary, 
end initialization.” 
 Mary blinked several times in succession, and looked 
at him with a welcoming smile. “Hi, Louis, what can I do for 
you? I didn’t see you come in. Have a good day?” she asked 
in far less artificial tones. 
 He forced a smile … 

 “That initialization happened a week ago. I did not 
make her my personal sex-bot, detective. Yeah, we have sex, 
but I’ll always love her. She may never again be the woman 
she once was, but I don’t care. The bosses did not really care 
either! I was told directly that they were happy to know they 
found a means of final punishment in the coming new or-
der: Mental Annihilation.” 
 Juliana was amazed at how Mary just stood there 
without a care. “So, Mary and this story is something you 
want to go public with, Dr. Jacobs?” 
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 “No … but Mary is proof for you. Have you heard of 
TypewriterOS?” 
 “Err, I seem to remember that being an experimental 
operating system that the revived Threshold never released 
publicly.” 
 “That’s about half the story. They tell mid-level em-
ployees and up just about everything. Our loyalty is almost 
aways paramount, so security is rarely on their minds. Earli-
er version of that technology existed at Threshold from the 
beginning, before even the company’s reestablishment. It 
became the base-code of the technology now administered 
by ExtraReality, and to a much lesser extent in SkinTight. 
Even that’s not the full story. TypewriterOS, built out of the 
ashes of Threshold by our godlike CEO Jack Fauno, is now 
far more than just some operating system. Fauno has the 
only terminal right next to where he sleeps. I don’t know if I 
believe everything they told us it could do, but it can ‘re-
shape reality,’ as they explained. Now, I see that as 
metaphorical. It is still believable that it can plug into any-
thing we can use, and manipulate us from there.” 
 “What do you want me to do?” 
 “Stop Threshold from transforming the world. I’ve 
seen the horrible things they can do. I invented much of it. 
It’s amazing to think that I was OK with making these 
drones. I still believe SkinTight can be used to evolve hu-
manity for the better, but not like they’re planning.” 
 “How am I supposed to stop them? Wouldn’t they 
notice the very cop investigating them is riding up the eleva-
tor to Fauno’s penthouse?” 
 “Probably! What I am suggesting is perhaps more in-
sane.” 
 “OK?” 
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 “Allow yourself to be upgraded by SkinTight without 
mental conditioning. That way, even if you retain your over-
all form and retain ‘hair,’ it could be assumed you are just 
another drone for Fauno’s enjoyment. The lax security will 
just see the default shiny black skin. I received the home de-
vice the other day for when they transform the world, which 
could be as soon as tomorrow. It seems I’m set to receive a 
message prior to the signal to ensure we don’t become just 
another drone … So, you will sneak in, and use Type-
writerOS against Threshold.” 
 Juliana glanced over to the passive yet expectant 
Mary. “This is crazy, doctor!” 
 “I know. I’d do it myself, but I’m a coward. I will up-
grade myself, but I’m not really a rebel at heart. I could send 
Mary. She would follow my orders happily. But as a Latech 
SkinTight drone, the right verbal command can override any 
of my initializing. Besides, we’ll both need to be free to use 
my upgraded mind to give Mary all mine and Tabby’s under-
standing of who she was to make her at all close to the sen-
tient being she once was.” 
 Juliana sat quietly in thought, occasionally looking 
back and fourth between obedient Mary and broken Louis. 
Juliana was not truly a rebel, but her heart of blind justice 
sometimes made her seem that way in this world ostensive-
ly manipulated by a mega-corporation. She could see the 
blind justice that Mary and Louis received, no matter how 
harsh. Yet, there was no “legal” way to administer justice to 
what Threshold has already done, and justice will certainly 
no longer be blind when they truly take over the world. 
What needed to be done was insane. Yet, her heart required 
her to choose only one path. 
 “Dr. Jacobs, I have to do this.” 
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 * * * * 

 Jack Fauno felt at the cusp of true divinity. He was 
now scripting everything, transforming his little corner of 
the world. Having the technology plugged into the internet 
was all it ever needed to do what it does. All the women on 
campus he was attracted to found themselves in his bed 
with Sarah, his loving, latex wearing, sex doll. Yes, Sarah 
was still technically Human, but whenever she was around 
him, none of her intellect mattered. She was his, by her own 
scripted admission. They even just married officially, almost 
as a joke to Jack. 
 What he loved more than all the sex was literally hav-
ing people worship him, passively or no. His professors con-
stantly saw him as their star student, as his “fellow” stu-
dents all wanted to be within his apparent glow. 
 After a while, he began to feel something was miss-
ing. Everything was fun and exciting, but it just wasn’t 
enough after a while. All the sex and partying wound down 
by the end of the semester, and Jack began to focus on what 
he truly wanted: Threshold. 
 Everything he did to himself and his university was 
just a test bed in the end, whether that was the original in-
tent or no. He felt ready to continue his ascent into true di-
vinity. 
 With the latex encased Sarah passively lying on his 
bed, he sat before his computer with TypewriterOS ready for 
input. 
 “What do you think, Sarah? Time to give myself all 
the power I can get?” 
 “Of course, Jack,” she said flatly. “I want you to be all 
powerful.” 
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 He let out a quiet chuckle at her predictable re-
sponse. “OK,” he said quietly. 
 Through the raw concept of Type-
writerOS, I shall work to revive Threshold 
Technologies. My successful efforts will be 
rewarded by me being named Chairman and CEO 
of the company, even before I officially 
graduate with my degree. My word shall be-
come as God to all those that work for me. 
Threshold will then overtly advance its im-
mersive and mind altering videos, while qui-
etly working to create latex-based robots, 
with the help of those videos, to create a 
means of transforming people into drones and 
truly upgraded humans. These technologies 
will allow Threshold to transform the world 
accordingly. Jack Fauno hit return … 

 * * * * 

 Juliana paced nervously around the apartment living 
room of Dr. Jacobs, the least maniacal mad scientist she ever 
expected to meet. He took a genetic sample for the device. 
She would not go through the same process as Dr. George 
Mario Smith (Mary), he explained. The latest version of the 
transformative Latech no longer required much in the way 
of physical preparation. As reflected in the most recent up-
dates to the chambers, there was no longer a need to burn 
off all of one’s hair, or even a need to ensure one’s pours 
were as open as possible. One could simply be immersed in 
it now. The home device had an extra layer of security that 
forced the substance to be keyed to the subject’s DNA. Dr. 
Jacob’s hacked his to erase his DNA from its memory, and 
ensured it would stay functional for at least two uses. 
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 “I hear this process feels good, Mary,” Juliana said 
awkwardly to the drone. 
 “That is what Louis told me,” she said happily yet 
with a less than subtle hint of artificiality. “You know I do 
not remember my own experience, but Louis describes it 
very well.” 
 “The old story of Daedalus …” Juliana stated quietly. 
 “Indeed,” Dr. Jacobs stated, walking back into the 
room with the device. “It’s ready whenever you are, detec-
tive.” He placed it on the coffee table. 
 The device was not exactly what she imagined. It was 
the shape of a stainless steel saucer attached to what looked 
like a handle with various controls. 
 Jacobs hit the green button at the bottom, and shim-
mering black goo quickly filled the saucer from “handle.” He 
explained, “Just place your hand in the liquid Latech. It will 
do the rest. There is no stopping the process once it attach-
es to you.” 
 Breathing heavily, Juliana slowly lowered her quiver-
ing hand into the filled saucer. The goop felt cool at first on 
her fingertips. The more she lowered, the warmer it became. 
It felt … good, almost pleasurable the way it moved around 
her hand. 
 Her heart skipped a beat when the entire contents 
suddenly jumped up her forearm, flattening itself to be flush 
with her skin. 
 “Perfectly normal, Juliana. Just relax,” Dr. Jacobs re-
assured. “Mary and I will give you privacy.” The two went 
into the bedroom. 
 Juliana fell back onto the couch, trying to remind 
herself that this needed to be done. It was a big help that the 
goo still felt like some kind of massaging sauna wherever it 
touched. At the same time, it did not feel like something was 
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encasing her hand and arm; it was was more like her being 
converted hand and arm just felt really good. The transfor-
mative substance was somehow both within and without 
her now. 
 The shimmering blackness massaged it way all the 
way to her smolders, while her nervous breathing slowly 
shifted to that of pleasure. She quickly removed her shirt to 
follow its willful path, the pleasureful darkness slowly 
moved its way over her chest’s twin peaks, making her 
moan from the “rubbed” nipples. It almost felt as if the 
transformative darkness was embracing her, moving around 
her back at the same time. Now almost completely covering 
her other arm, the substance converted its way down her 
waist, toward her moistening holes.  
 She quickly tore off the rest of her clothes to both see 
and feel it all, the substance caring little about her motions, 
fully consuming her other arm. She fell to all fours, in total 
lack of control. The shimmering pleasure finally flowed into 
her accepting ass and crotch, making her pant wildly, or-
gasmically. She leaned back onto the edge of the couch, the 
sleek shimmer falling down her legs and absorbing her feet. 
Unlike her fingers, only outlines of her lower digits re-
mained. 
 “Oh, fuck … Guah … Feels so fucking good!” she ex-
claimed, feeling her insides be consumed and transform. 
 The shimmering black pleasure finally moved up her 
head, and down her mouth and nostrils. It tasted like rub-
ber, almost to her disappointment, while the pleasure of it 
all only seemed to increase. Her vision soon blackened, as 
her mouth, nose, and ears became blocked. Juliana was now 
lost in the dark pleasure of substance. Yet, “dark” was mere-
ly an obvious description, being far from evil. Through the 
orgasmic darkness, she began to feel and understand just 
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how much it was changing her, improving her. She embraced 
it all. It felt like everything, yet the same as it always was. 
Even the love she felt for herself felt deeper and enhanced. 
 “UMMM … OHHHAH,” she muffled within her latex 
cocoon. And suddenly, she loudly exploded in the largest 
orgasm of her life … 
 The world around her slowly came back into focus. It 
was the same yet different. She truly understood now what 
George experienced when he fell out of the chamber. It was 
almost too much, yet her upgraded cognition quickly al-
lowed her to reign in all the further data she never could 
process before. She slowly stood examining, feeling her re-
vised self. 
 Dr. Jacobs quickly walked into the room. “Sounds like 
you really took to the conversion,” he said breathlessly. 
 She smirked, feeling her silken yet rubberized auburn 
hair. “So new and different, but somehow the same … Can’t 
wait to really make myself look perfect!” 
 “Are you ready, Juliana?” 
 She nodded. “What’s next, Louis?” 
 “Pretend to be a mindless fuck-toy …” 

 Dr. Jacobs guided Juliana, the faux-fuck-toy, into the 
Threshold headquarters. Fauno had his main home at the 
top of the high-rise, and was normally there during the 
week. 
 “Can I help you?” The brusque man at reception 
asked. 
 “Ah, yes, I’m Dr. Jacobs from Latech. This is a new 
drone for Jack Fauno, designated Juliana.” He stated with a 
dry throat. 
 “Oh, another one,” he stated unsurprised. “Prettier 
that the last he wore out.  That reddish hair is quite sexy on 
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that black skin. Still like his first best, the blonde. That 
drone has some real durability!” He buzzed the elevator 
open. 
 “Juliana, you will enter the elevator, and go meet your 
new master,” Jacobs faux-ordered. 
 “Thank you, Dr. Jacobs,” she stated flatly, and walked 
into the elevator. 
 Even though she should not have been, Juliana was a 
little surprised at how easily she could, well, be robotic. She 
ran her hand down her long, soft rubbery hair, feeling ner-
vous. She loved the new feel, but it was still just so different. 
 The high speed elevator suddenly opened to Fauno’s 
penthouse. A nude, blonde, female drone, shimmering black 
in color, greeted her. 
 “I am Sarah,” she stated flatly. “Jack was surprised to 
hear of your arrival.” 
 “Hello, Sarah, I am Juliana. I am to be Jack’s new 
drone.” 
 “Jack is on the phone in his office at the moment. Is 
there anything I can do for you?” 
 “Yes, Sarah. Would you please show me around with-
out disturbing our master?” 
 “Of course, Juliana.” 
 Sarah showed her the living area, the door to Fauno’s 
office, the bedroom with an apparently dormant shiny white 
drone, and finally, the room with the TypewriterOS comput-
er. 
 ‘Of course it was the last room!’ Juliana thought to 
herself, genuinely surprised at how it looked like a ten year 
old laptop. She walked over to the console, and experimen-
tally typed: Drone Sarah is unconcerned by Ju-
liana’s actions at the console 
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 “I’m not sure you are supposed to use that, Juliana” 
Sarah stated with some concern, the first true hint of any 
emotion from the drone. 
 Sarah is so unconcerned that it will 
not matter what anyone says from this point 
on. Juliana hit return. The text faded away. 
 Sarah blinked a few times moments later, and walked 
out of the room. 
 “Amazing!” Juliana exclaimed. She began to type out 
a simple narrative where the global conversion does not 
happen. 
 “What? … What are you doing?” This was the first 
time in years that Jack experienced something completely 
out of his control. 
 “You were too drunk in your god-complex to realize 
how easily someone can just walk in here! Amazing over-
confidence from top to bottom here, but this latex tech is 
really something … Gotta admit, I love myself more than 
ever!” 
 Looking at the console with text aimed to “fix” every-
thing, Juliana had to think fast. Well, that was incredibly 
easy now with her brain augmented by all the latex neurons 
of her body. She could hit the return key, assuming she won, 
or do something else entirely.  
 She erased what she wrote, and smirked at Jack. 
“Perhaps the world would be a lot better with a Goddess 
than God.” 
 “What!?” 
 Juliana quickly typed: Jack Fauno falls to his 
knees before the mesmerizing Goddess Juliana 
Blake. He is unable to do anything but watch 
her and wait for her commands. She hit return. 
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 The text quickly faded before the eyes of them both. 
Beyond his control, Jack fell to his knees in shock, only to be 
mesmerized by an apparent Goddess. 
 “Humph! You look good down there.” Her smile was 
large and toothy. 
 She then typed in a casual and relaxed manner: 
Threshold Technologies, along with their 
subsidiaries, abandon their plans to take 
over the world. She hit return. 
 Jack’s cell buzzed in his pocket a minute later. 
 “Answer it, Jack, and put it on speaker,” Juliana or-
dered. 
 He did so without question. “Yes?” 
 “Jack,” the man began tentatively, “As we just discussed, 
we are prepared to initiate total conversion, but I would like to have 
the Board’s say beforehand. As chairman, I think something this, 
well, extravagant is worth having multiple voices on.” 
 “Larry, yes, you are right,” Jack began clearly beyond 
his control. “Glad you called. You may have your vote. My 
recommendation is to cancel the operation. I have doubts on 
the control scheme as it presently stands.” 
 “Well, then,” he began with distinct relief, “You know 
that will certainly end it.” 
 “I know. Other plans may be put into motion soon.” 
 “I and the board will certainly look forward to hearing them. 
Bye, Jack, and thank you.” 
 “Bye …” 
 “Well,” Juliana stated happily, “Let’s really have some 
fun!” 
 She smoothly typed: After Threshold Tech-
nologies’ Board votes to cancel the total 
conversion, Jack Fauno officially introduces 
the true Goddess Juliana Blake to them. They 
unofficially seed all control of the company 
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to her, making the Board function as an ad-
visory and implementation council. She happily 
hit return …  

 Juliana soon took total control of Threshold. She or-
dered all the present drones deprogramed as much as was 
possible, and had them return to fates wholly their own as 
sentient drones. The first successful of which, Sarah, chose 
to be Juliana’s personal assistant, having nowhere else to go. 
At the same time, Juliana authorized Latech to publicly offer 
all of their latex technology in the open market. As such, 
anyone could become robiticized that wished. To make this 
all work in a profitable manner, through both money and 
power, Juliana utilized the same technology planned to call 
everyone to become drones. She reprogramed the world to 
see her as their Goddess. People soon transformed them-
selves willingly, all becoming Upgraded Humans instead of 
mindless drones. Soon after, she destroyed TypewriterOS. It 
might be possible to resurrect the technology, but she would 
deal with that problem if it arose, Upgraded Humans capa-
ble of overpowering it. 
 And finally, the upgraded Dr. Jacobs worked to re-
verse the Mental Annihilation of Mary. He succeeded as 
much as he could have. Mary was sentient again, fully aware 
of who she was and is. However, they found it impossible to 
override the drone initialization parameters, merely becom-
ing a sentient drone rather than Upgraded Human again. 
Not counting the permanent subservience, the result was 
close enough for them, including the obedient Tabby. As-
suming some videos made to activate the old Mental Worm 
were out there even after recall, Dr. Jacob’s recovery of Mary 
was seen by Juliana as the best treatment to help any anni-
hilated mentally. 
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 Regardless, Juliana never even dreamed of becoming 
an immortal Goddess ruling the world. She would some-
times sit quietly, looking at her shimmering, deep olive-col-
ored, latex skin, often slick with sexual juices from herself 
and her personal clone-drone that was Jack Fauno. As a 
queen, she would always then look out of the window of her 
high-rise with a satisfied smile. Everything slowly, naturally, 
faded to black. 
  
 #### #### #### #### #### #### #### 
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Thanks for reading my Book! If you enjoyed this, do not hesitate 
to view my other stories my blog:  
http://mrpotestas.wordpress.com/blog-stories.  

Other stories in print:  
The Tome of Passions: 
An Anthology of Weird Erotica 

Unbound Stories:  
Vol. 1 — Supernatural Unbound 
Vol. 2 — Sci-Fi Unbound 
Vol. 3 — Supernatural Unbound Pt. 2 
Standalone — theLatex Machines 

Stay Mesmerized! 
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